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CHARACTERS 
 
CHARACTERS: STUDENTS 
The following is a list of speaking parts for the Students (although, technically, all of the roles in the play are 
performed by the Students – but the following are mentioned by name): 
PIPER, resident musical theatre aficionado and self-appointed stage manager  
WYATT, retro/hipster/aspiring magician (plays Orson Welles)  
ROBIN, very opinionated, perfectionist  
SAM, a prankster/preppy  
QUINN, a rebel/conspiracy theorist  
TAYLOR, a free-spirit  
BAILEY, a jock  
CAMERON, a history buff 
DJ DEMILLE, spinning music and mixing sound  
 
CHARACTERS: OTHERS 
The following is a list of the speaking parts that are neither students or part of the WOTW broadcast: 
SHERLOCK HOLMES, a British private detective 
SOAP OPERA ACTOR, an actor on a radio soap opera 
QUIZ SHOW HOST, the host of a radio quiz show 
QUIZ SHOW CONTESTANT, a contestant on a radio quiz show 
MOMMA ROSE, a stage mother on a radio talent show 
SOPHISTOCATED ANNOUNCER, the announcer on a sophisticated radio show 
SITUATION COMEDY ACTOR, an actor on a comedy radio show 
COOKING SHOW HOST, the host of a cooking radio show 
RADIO BULLETIN (LINDBERGH), a radio news announcer 
RADIO BULLETIN (STORM), a radio news announcer 
HERBERT MORRISON, a radio news announcer at the Hindenburg disaster  
RADIO BULLETIN (GERMANY), a radio news announcer 
RADIO BULLETIN (HITLER), a radio news announcer 
RADIO BULLETIN (CZECHOSLOVAKIA), a radio news announcer 
RADIO BULLETIN (PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT), a radio news announcer 
RADIO BULLETIN (GAS MASKS), a radio news announcer 
C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER, the stage manager at C.B.S.  
C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE, a tour guide at C.B.S. 
TOURIST FROM BOISE, on the C.B.S. tour 
ORSON WELLES, director/producer/actor 
TOURIST FROM KENOSHA, on the C.B.S. tour 
ORA NICHOLS, head sound engineer for C.B.S. 
TOURIST FROM CLAREMORE, on the C.B.S. tour 
JOHN HOUSEMAN, co-producer  
CHICKEN LITTLE, a chicken (sings/raps) 
HENNY PENNY, a hen (sings/raps) 
DUCKY LUCKY, a duck (sings/raps) 
GOOSEY LOOSEY, a goose (sings/raps) 
TURKEY LURKEY, a turkey (sings/raps) 
FOXY LOXY, a fox (sings/raps) 
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POLICE OFFICER 1 AT C.B.S., a police officer 
POLICE OFFICER 2 AT C.B.S., a police officer 
REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S., a newspaper reporter 
REPORTER 2 AT C.B.S., a newspaper reporter 
REPORTER 3 AT C.B.S., a newspaper reporter 
ANGRY MOB, in Times Square 
POLICE OFFICER 1 IN TIMES SQUARE, a police officer 
POLICE OFFICER 2 IN TIMES SQUARE, a police officer 
BAILIFF, in a courtroom 
THE HONORABLE GEORGE SPELVIN, a judge 
JURY FOREMAN, in a courtroom 
PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE, in the audience 
JOHN NORVELL, a newspaper editor 
PRESIDENT THOMAS JEFFERSON, the president of the United States 
THE NEW YORK SUN NEWSIE, selling newspapers 
P.T. BARNUM, a showman  
THE NEW YORK HERALD NEWSIE, selling newspapers 
FREDERIC REMINGTON, famed illustrator  
WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST, media mogul 
CHUCK TODD, “Meet the Press” moderator 
KELLYANNE CONWAY, U.S. Counselor to the President 
1940s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
1950s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
1960s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
1970s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
1980s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
1990s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
2000s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
2010s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER, a reporter/announcer 
 
CHARACTERS: “WAR OF THE WORLDS” BROADCAST 
The following are characters appearing in the WOTW broadcast: 
MERCURY ANNOUNCER, a radio announcer 
NARRATOR, played by Orson Welles 
ANNOUNCER ONE, a radio announcer 
MERIDIAN ROOM ANNOUNCER, a radio announcer 
ANNOUNCER TWO, a radio announcer 
PHILLIPS, C.B.S. News Reporter Carl Phillips  
PIERSON, famous astronomer Professor Richard Pierson of Princeton University played by Orson Welles 
POLICEMAN AT WILMUTH FARM, a policeman in Grover’s Mill 
MR. WILMUTH, owner of a farm in Grover’s Mill 
VOICES AT WILMUTH FARM, a crowd 
BRIGADIER GENERAL MONTGOMERY SMITH, commander of the New Jersey National Guard 
HARRY McDONALD, C.B.S. executive vice-president in charge of operations 
CAPTAIN LANSING, of the United States Signal Corps  
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, sounds not unlike President Franklin D. Roosevelt  
LIEUTENANT VOGHT, bombing commander 
BAYONNE RADIO OPERATOR, a radio operator 
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LANGLEY FIELD RADIO OPERATOR, a radio operator 
NEWARK AIRPORT RADIO OPERATOR, a radio operator 
2X2L RADIO OPERATOR, a radio operator 
8X3R RADIO OPERATOR, a radio operator 
STRANGER, formerly from the National Guard  
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SCENE 
 
Place: Here.  
The stage of a high school auditorium. With some action suggesting other locations. 
 
Time: Now.  
With some action suggesting other times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Definitions of Radio Terms Used in Stage Directions 
 
SFX: sound effects 
MUSIC: live or recorded 
BIZ: business, usually ad-libs in the background 
APPROACHES: character entering scene and moving toward microphone 
MOVING OFF: character exiting scene and moving away from microphone 
BG: background dialogue/SFX, usually performed just off microphone 
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SCENES 
1. Pre-Show 
2. Prologue 
3. Introductions 
4. Everything You Need to Know About Old Time Radio 
5. Orson Welles and the Theatre of the Imagination 
6. The Broadcast (Act One)* 
7. Station Break (Part 1) 
8. Intermission 
9. The World Premiere of Chicken Little! An American Musical! 
10. Station Break (Part 2) 
11. The Broadcast (Act Two)* 
12. After the Broadcast 
13. Whatever Happened to Orson Welles? 
14. Fake News, Observations and New Questions 
15. The Finale 
* The scenes within the broadcast have been individually numbered for rehearsal purposes. 
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1. Pre-Show 
 
The house opens 15 minutes before performance time.  
 
On stage, there are no curtains and very little scenery (think Our Town).  
 
Downstage center is a video camera on a tripod facing the audience. The red light is on, as it is recording the 
audience as they arrive. Perhaps there is a monitor and we see a live feed.  
 
The STUDENTS and CREW are setting up the various the tables, chairs, A/V equipment, etc, which will be used in 
the performance. The CREW MEMBERS have their own table/s, etc., on stage from which they will run the show.  
 
A COUPLE OF STUDENTS have video cameras and are capturing the entire evening. They roam the stage, the 
audience, the lobby, etc. 
 
In one area is DEMILLE, who spins pre-show music and sound/music throughout. The area is decorated with 
stickers and album covers from various bands from the 1930s through today. 
 
MUSIC: HOUSE MUSIC  
(A mix of contemporary, period or mash-up of both.) 
 
There is a large screen, on which can be projected video, etc and serve as a stage for shadow theatre. 
 
PROJECTION: A MIX OF TEST PATTERNS, STOCK/INDUSTRIAL FOOTAGE, ETC. 
 
PIPER enters. She serves as (self-appointed) Stage Manager, and will give A/V cues throughout. She is dressed in 
a jean jacket with buttons/patches from Broadway shows, a shirt that reads “Life is not a dress rehearsal,” a wig, 
hoop-skirt and work boots. She enters with a rolling clothes rack, on which hang whatever costume pieces 
STUDENTS will add to suggest other characters. She pops her first energy drink of the evening (there will be 
several) and downs it. She goes to DEMILLE, they share a moment. When DEMILLE goes back to work, she leaves 
a Hershey Kiss on the console (this is another pattern, as she’ll do so a number of times over the evening). 
 
WYATT, dressed in a hipster vibe (maybe retro eyeglasses, and t-shirt featuring Orson Welles at mic circa 1938 
(http://bit.ly/2ui1zfL), enters and talks with PIPER. He then sets a stool with an object covered by a white sheet 
downstage center.  
 
STUDENTS take part in a sound-check with microphones.  
 
ROBIN, dressed very ’90s (think scrunchies, dark lipstick, floral/goth, neon accents), is there. She talks with 
WYATT. They’re exes, but still friends. SAM, dressed kinda preppy/frat boy “summer-year-round” (think 
backward baseball cap, a classic pinstripe dress shirt, khaki shorts, flip-flops), enters and approaches them. 
ROBIN doesn’t have much patience for SAM, as she knows WYATT and he are currently an item of sorts 
(bromance or otherwise, no need for labels). ROBIN dismisses SAM and goes off to tell others what to do. WYATT 
and SAM hang for a bit, checking props and such together. 
 
The STUDENTS set the props used for the sound effects during the radio broadcast. They rehearse a few of the 
more complicated sound cues.  

http://bit.ly/2ui1zfL
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The STUDENTS set up and test the A/V equipment, perhaps assisting the A/V CREW.  
 
The STUDENTS gather and review notes. As a company, they also perform a bonding, focus exercise (The Clap) 
and wish each other a good performance, etc. 
 
 PIPER 
(To the STUDENTS:) Places! Places, please! 
 
PIPER is unable to get the attention of all the STUDENTS, and resorts to sounding an air horn. This gets 
everyone’s attention.  
 
 PIPER 
(To the STUDENTS:) Places, please. Thank you. 
 
PIPER puts down the air horn. The STUDENTS go to their places for the start of the performance.  
 
SAM picks up the air horn and sneaks up behind PIPER, hoping to scare her by blowing it at her. He pulls the 
trigger, but he’s holding it backwards and it blows at himself instead. PIPER turns around and takes the air horn 
from him. 
 
PIPER cues music and projection out. 
 
MUSIC: OUT 
 
PROJECTION: OUT 
 
House lights out.   
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2. Prologue 
 
 DEMILLE 
(On mic, to us:) Ladies and gentlemen, at this time we ask that you all please rise for the playing of our 
National Anthem. (If the National Anthem is performed by a STUDENT/GUEST: “Ladies and gentlemen, at this 
time we ask that you all please rise and please welcome [INSERT STUDENT/GUEST NAME HERE] who will 
sing/perform our National Anthem.”) 
 
MUSIC: THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
 
PROJECTION: 1960S TV SIGN OFF WITH POTENTIAL SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGn-KIiA4ZQ)  
 
SFX: STATIC (FROM SILENCE, THEN BUILDING UNDER) 
 
The AUDIENCE sits and the STUDENTS form in a tableau around the stool with an object covered by a white 
sheet that WYATT set during the Pre-Show.   
 
PIPER cues the drumroll. 
 
SFX: DRUMROLL (Perhaps from a live drummer/percussionist.) 
 
WYATT steps out of the group of STUDENTS and approaches the stool. With the showmanship of a magician, he 
unveils what’s under the sheet... 
 
PIPER cues the symbol crash. 
 
SFX: CYMBAL CRASH 
 
MAGIC TRICK TBD  
(Perhaps as noted, with Wyatt revealing a radio. Or perhaps something more elaborate suggesting the 
juxtaposition of time periods – maybe changing a cellphone into a radio or such.) 
 
It’s a cathedral radio.  The STUDENTS are mystified, not sure what it is. One of them takes a photo with their 
cellphone, another slow claps. 
 
 STUDENTS 
 (Ad-libs, ala:) 
Ooh! 
Aah! 
What the hell is that? 
My great-grandmother had one of those things in her attic. 
 
WYATT approaches the radio and spins the dial.  
 
SFX: STATIC INTO: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGn-KIiA4ZQ
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MUSIC: "IT'S ONLY A PAPER MOON"  
(1933, Herb Gordon and His Orchestra with Rose Blane, http://bit.ly/2uotm2H)  
 
The STUDENTS react to the music. Some think it’s cool, others not so much. But they’re all on their best behavior 
(it’s early yet). 
 
  

http://bit.ly/2uotm2H
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3. Introductions 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Hello. Good evening. Welcome. My name is Wyatt, and we’re Miss Lincoln’s Media Studies class.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To MISS LINCOLN, in the audience:) Hi, Miss Lincoln! Don’t you look pretty tonight! 
 
 SAM 
(Fake cough/sneezing under, re ROBIN:) Kiss-ass! 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) This evening, we are here to present – for your approval and our grade – our end of the term project, 
a Performance Based Assessment.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Or “PBA,” if you’re as in love with acronyms as the admin seems to be. IMHO, they think they’re so 
trendy with their APUSHs, GPAs, SATs, CAPTs, ICs, PDs and SLOs.  
 
 SAM 
(To us:) WTF.  
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) And what is a PBA, you may ask? 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) And you didn’t ask, but I gotta feeling he’s gonna tell you anyway.  
 
 WYATT 
(To ROBIN:) Unless you’d like to. 
 
 ROBIN 
Oh, no, don’t let me stop you. Go right ahead. 
 
WYATT gives ROBIN a look ala “Please don’t start.” She shrugs “what?!” with mock innocence. SAM steps 
forward. 
 
 SAM 
(To WYATT re us:) I can tell ‘em. 
 
 WYATT 
(To SAM:) Sure thing! Go for it. (To us, re SAM:) This is Sam... 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) Hey! How’s it goin’? I’m Sam. (Re WYATT:) Wyatt said that. (Takes out cellphone and shoots a selfie 
with the audience.) #FakeNewsThePlay, find it and tag yourself, you beautiful people. (Sees someone in the 
audience. To him/her:) Yo! You made it! Still up to chill with Wyatt and me after? 
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 ROBIN 
(Sarcastic, with a smile:) Oh, this is going well.  
 
 WYATT 
(To SAM:) Sam? Please. 
 
 SAM 
(To the person in the audience:) I’ll Snap you. (Takes out cellphone. Starts to text. Gets a look from WYATT. Puts 
cellphone away. To the student in the audience:) Later. (To WYATT:) Lighten up there, bruh. It’s not like our 
grade for the term is at stake and we need to pass History to graduate. (To us:) Or is it? (Makes “dun-dun-dun” 
drama sound.) Yes, you heard that right. Our grade. As a class. For the term. No pressure, huh? 
 
 ROBIN 
(To SAM:) But you still haven’t told them what a Performance-based assessment is. 
 
 SAM  
My bad. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To SAM:) Allow me. (To us:) Performance-based assessment: quote “focuses on achievement and outcomes-
based education movement. Students are asked to create, produce or do something, often in settings that 
involve real-world application of knowledge and skills. It may consist of a performance, such as a speech, 
athletic skill, musical recital or reading,” unquote. 
 
 SAM 
Thank you, Quotey McQuoterson.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To MISS LINCOLN:) Miss Lincoln, Sam’s doing it again! 
 
 SAM 
(To ROBIN:) Now, now, nobody likes a snitch.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To SAM:) Nobody likes you! 
 
 SAM 
(Half under his breath:) Except your ex. 
 
WYATT comes between ROBIN and SAM, keeping them apart. 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) So, we got together as a class, and for our subject we chose – 
 
 ROBIN 
(Interrupting him, half under her breath:) Someone chose. 
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 SAM 
(To ROBIN:) Yes, it was Wyatt’s idea. But we all went along. 
 
 ROBIN 
Some of us did. 
 
 WYATT 
(To ROBIN, ala “don’t start:”) Please... 
 
 SAM 
No, Wyatt. Robin’s right. There were other ideas. 
 
 QUINN 
(Steps out of the group. To us:) I wanted our PBA to be on moon landing conspiracy theories. 
 
 SAM 
(To QUINN:) That could have been fun. I loves me some fake moon landing. 
 
 TAYLOR 
(Steps out of the group. To us:) And I was like so for the legalization of recreational marijuana. 
 
 SAM 
(To TAYLOR:) Dope! 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To SAM:) That’s what I’m sayin, a’ight... (Laughs.) 
 
 SAM 
(To TAYLOR:) “A’ight.” But what does that have to do with media studies? 
 
 TAYLOR 
(Beat. To us:) Fine: The media representation of the legalization of recreational marijuana. (Laughs.) 
 
 BAILEY 
My turn! (Steps out of the group. To us:) Deflategate, man! Boom! SCOOOOOORE! And the crowd goes wild! 
(Makes the sound of a crowd going wild.) 
 
 SAM 
(To BAILEY:) Yeah, but, um, this crowd didn’t exactly go wild. 
 
 PIPER 
(Steps out of the group. To ALL:) What was wrong with Hamilton: An American Musical? (Sings something from 
Hamilton.) 
 
The STUDENTS are into it. Ad-libs of agreement, singing along, etc. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To PIPER:) We did that two years ago! 
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 PIPER 
Then what about Hamilton II: The Sequel! (Sings from Hamilton.) 
 
 ROBIN 
(To PIPER:) We did that last year! 
 
 PIPER 
Well, what about Hamilton 3D: The IMAX Experience! (Sings from Hamilton. Simulates 3D by violating the 
personal space of others, getting in their faces with jazz hands and such.)  
 
 ROBIN 
(Breaking up the fun.) That will be quite enough. 
 
 PIPER 
(To ROBIN:) Buzzkill. 
 
 ROBIN 
Hate me for trying to stay on track. 
 
 SAM 
Haters gonna hate...  
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Most of us thought the absolute best idea was the single most disturbing event in our lifetime: Social 
media addiction.  
 
 SAM 
(To ROBIN:) And by most of us you mean you. And by best idea you mean lamest. And by greatest, you mean – 
 
 ROBIN 
(Interrupting SAM:) Okay. Fine. The decision’s been made. And the winner is... (Indicates WYATT.) 
 
 SAM 
(To WYATT suggesting he take center stage:) They’re all yours, just keepin’ the spotlight warm for ya, brah.  
 
 WYATT 
(To SAM:) Thanks, Sam.  
 
 SAM 
Tough crowd. 
 
 WYATT 
Yeah. 
 
 SAM 
Good luck. 
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 WYATT 
Thanks. 
 
 SAM 
You’re gonna need it. (Goes back into the group.) 
 
 WYATT 
(To us, kinda reality show winner/loser reveal suspense:) The theme... for tonight... will be revealed... just after 
these quick housekeeping announcements. (To CAMERON:) Take it away, Cameron! 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us, reading from notes in a cellphone:) The emergency exits are to the left and right. In the unlikely event 
of an emergency, please walk calmly to the exit nearest you in a silent and orderly fashion. (Beat.) The Make a 
Wish volunteers will be selling refreshments in the lobby and appreciate your generous patronage. (Beat.) 
The third stall in the girls’ room near the gym is out of order. (Beat.) Thank you for your kind attention. (Puts 
away phone, goes back into the group.) 
 
 WYATT 
(To CAMERON:) Thank you. (To us:) Did you hear the news? The Martians have landed! Or have they? The 
infamous 1938 Mercury Theatre on the Air adaptation of H.G. Wells’ The War of the Worlds used fake news to 
pull the rug out from under many listeners. Tonight, we present our stylized take on the shocking, true story 
of the legendary broadcast and twist the art of fake news to dizzying heights. How did a little radio play 
nearly end the world as we know it? Don’t touch that dial, you’re about to find out.  
 
WYATT MAGIC TRICK (TBD) 
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4. Everything You Need to Know About Old Time Radio 
 
PIPER cues music. 
 
MUSIC: “DEDICATORY PIECE TO THE CREW AND PASSENGERS OF THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL ROCKET 
EXPRESS TO THE MOON” (UP AND UNDER) 
(The Beau Hunks Sextette from Celebration on the Planet Mars: A Tribute to Raymond Scott  
http://bit.ly/2uXprqO) 
 
EVERYONE except ROBIN springs into action, setting up for the broadcast. ROBIN stops the show.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To ALL:) Not so fast!  
 
MUSIC: TBD (TRANSITION) SCREECHES TO A HALT 
 
 WYATT 
(To ROBIN:) What now? 
 
 ROBIN 
(To WYATT:) Oh, that’s all very polished, very final draft. But do you happen to remember the reaction when 
you first proposed your brilliant idea? (Snaps fingers.) 
 
 STUDENTS 
(Ad-libs, ala:)  
Who’s Orson Welles? 
What Martians? 
I wasn’t even born in 1938! 
What dial? 
 
 ROBIN 
(To WYATT re the OTHERS:) They’re all yours... 
 
 WYATT 
(To ROBIN:) Thanks. (To us:) Don’t worry, folks, we have you covered: This is the backstory, the exposition – 
everything you need to know in five minutes or less. (To ROBIN:) Start the timer.    
 
 ROBIN 
(Having set the timer on her cellphone to five minutes, showing us:) Five minutes. Go! 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) “Long ago, in a galaxy not so far away…” Before streaming, before podcasts, before television, there 
was radio.  
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun Fact: The old-time radio era, sometimes referred to as the Golden Age of Radio, lasted from the 
1920s – 
 

http://bit.ly/2uXprqO
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 PIPER 
(To us:) Think Chicago, Thoroughly Modern Millie. (Maybe sings a lyric from one of these, and/or she cues 
DEMILLE, who plays a sample.) 
 
 CAMERON  
(Continued.)  …through the 1950s – 
 
 PIPER  
(To us:) What else? Grease. (Maybe sings a lyric from this, and/or she cues DEMILLE, who plays a sample.) 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Radio was the dominant electronic home entertainment medium until television superseded as the 
medium of choice for scripted programming. 
 
 SAM 
(To BAILEY:) Is that from Wikipedia? 
 
 BAILEY 
(High pitch:) No! (A beat. A confession. Softly.) Yes. 
 
 SAM 
(To BAILEY:) Can you state your source? 
 
 BAILEY 
(High pitch:) Yes! (A beat. A confession. Softly.) No. 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Families would gather to listen to the home radio in the evening. 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) They didn’t have any other choice, really. Radio was the only game in town. And people regularly 
tuned in to their favorite radio programs: 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) Mystery serials…  
 
PROJECTION: SHERLOCK HOLMES RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SHERLOCK HOLMES 
Elementary, my dear Watson. The murderer is – 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Soap operas…  
 
PROJECTION: SOAP OPERA RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SOAP OPERA ACTOR 
(On telephone:) Hello! (Beat.) What do you mean: My evil twin is back from the dead and trying to steal my 
husband on my wedding day?! 
 
MUSIC/SFX: ORGAN 
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SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) Quiz shows…  
 
PROJECTION: QUIZ SHOW RADIO BROADCAST 
 
SFX: METRONOME (OR OTHER LOUD TICKING) 
 
 QUIZ SHOW HOST 
What did George Washington say while crossing the Delaware? 
 
 QUIZ SHOW CONTESTANT 
Please let me sit down! This is making me sick! 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Talent shows… 
 
PROJECTION: TALENT SHOW RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 MOMMA ROSE 
Sing out, Louise! 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Cultural programs…  
 
MUSIC/SFX: ORCHESTRA TUNING  
 
PROJECTION: BOLSHOI BALLET RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SOPHISTOCATED ANNOUNCER 
We now bring you, sophisticated listeners, the incomparable Bolshoi Ballet in Swan Lake... 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) Situation comedies…  
 
PROJECTION: SITUATION COMEDY RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SITUATION COMEDY ACTOR 
Ever since we said “I do,” there have been so many things that we don’t. 
 
BIZ/SFX: LAUGH 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) Cooking shows…  
 
SFX: GRILLING/COOKING 
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PROJECTION: COOKING SHOW RADIO BROADCAST  
 
 COOKING SHOW HOST 
Deviled eggs, gelatin salad, stuffed tomatoes and lamb loaf. Now, doesn’t that look delicious? 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) But people didn’t only tune in to be entertained. They tuned in for the news. 
 
PROJECTION: THE GREAT DEPRESSION 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun fact: The Great Depression lasted from 1929 to 1939, and was the worst economic downturn in 
the history of the industrialized world. 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
PROJECTION: LINDBERGH KIDNAPPING 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (LINDBERGH)   
The sympathy of the world goes out to Colonel Lindbergh and his devoted wife in their supreme anguish at 
the kidnapping of their baby son Charles Augustus Lindbergh Jr. 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) A cavalcade of bad news... 
 
PROJECTION: 1938 NEW ENGLAND HURRICANE AFTERMATH 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (STORM) 
...we interrupt our normal schedule briefly to bring you a bulletin from the Press Radio Bureau. The death toll 
in the worst storm in years along the Eastern Seaboard has taken a death toll estimated at more than 200 
lives. Untold damages... 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) Unprecedented, unsettling. Nearly impossible to believe. 
 
PROJECTION: “May 6, 1937” 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) On May 6, 1937, as the German passenger airship Hindenburg was about to dock in Lakehurst, New 
Jersey, radio reporter Herbert Morrison was there to give an eyewitness account… 
 
PROJECTION: HINDENBERG LANDING/CRASH (VIDEO/STILLS) 
 
 HERBERT MORRISON 
…It’s practically standing still now they’ve dropped ropes out of the nose of the ship; and they’ve been taken 
ahold of down on the field by a number of men. It’s starting to rain again. The back motors of the ship are just 
holding it just enough to keep it from -- It’s burst into flames!  
 
SFX: EXPLOSION, FIRE (UNDER) 
 
BIZ: SCREAMING/PANDENOMIUM   
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 HERBERT MORRISON (Cont’d) 
It’s fire... and it’s crashing terrible! Oh, my! This is the worst of the worst catastrophes in the world. Oh, it’s a 
terrific crash, ladies and gentlemen. The frame is crashing to the ground... Oh, the humanity! And all the 
passengers screaming around here. I... I can’t talk, ladies and gentlemen… I’m sorry. This is the worst thing 
I’ve ever witnessed... 
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING 
 
PROJECTION: GLOBE SPINNING FROM UNITED STATES TO EUROPE 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Meanwhile, in Europe – where they call football soccer... 
 
SFX: DRUMBEAT, STEADY, BUILDING (UNDER) 
 
PROJECTION: TREATY OF VERSAILLES 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (GERMANY) 
This bulletin is from The Press Radio: In Germany, Adolf Hitler defies the Treaty of Versailles. President 
Roosevelt again appeals to Hitler to preserve peace... 
 
PROJECTION: “September 1938” 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) In September 1938, Hitler’s threats to expand German territory provoked a stand-off known as the 
Munich Crisis.  
 
PROJECTION: THE MUNICH CRISIS 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (GERMANY) 
... Adolf Hitler has moved up his deadline. Hitler has demanded 11,000 square miles of Czechoslovakian 
territory... 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Listeners became used to regular news bulletin interruptions. 
 
PROJECTION: SHERLOCK HOLMES RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SHERLOCK HOLMES 
Elementary, my dear – 
 
PROJECTION: HITLER 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (HITLER) 
Hitler! 
 
PROJECTION: SOAP OPERA RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SOAP OPERA ACTOR 
My evil twin is back from – 
 
PROJECTION: CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
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 RADIO BULLETIN (CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 
Czechoslovakia! 
 
PROJECTION: TALENT SHOW RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 MOMMA ROSE 
Sing out –  
 
PROJECTION: PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT) 
President Roosevelt! 
 
PROJECTION: COOKING SHOW RADIO BROADCAST  
 
 COOKING SHOW HOST 
Deviled eggs, gelatin salad, stuffed tomatoes and – 
 
PROJECTION: CLASSROOM OF STUDENTS WEARING GAS MASKS 
 
 RADIO BULLETIN (GAS MASKS) 
Gas masks! 
 
PROJECTION: NEWSPAPER HEADLINE/S (1) 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) We were desperate to believe that Europe’s tragedies would stay an ocean apart.  
 
PROJECTION: NEWSPAPER HEADLINE/S (2) 
 
 PIPER 
(To us:) Hoping against hope to keep the great fear out at sea. 
 
PROJECTION: NEWSPAPER HEADLINE/S (3) 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) But the tide was coming in. And Europe’s most anxious days since World War One were about to 
become ours, too. 
 
PROJECTION: HITLER 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun Fact: Hitler liked to start invasions on the weekends. He said it was a way of catching other 
nations napping. 
 
SFX: DRUM BEAT (REVERB)  
 
 WYATT 
(To ROBIN re the stopwatch:) How are we doing on time? 
 
ROBIN checks her stopwatch, and is about to answer WYATT when the C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER is there, 
clipboard in hand, breezing through as making the three-minute call. 
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 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER 
Three minutes to air! Orson Welles and the Mercury Company, orchestra and crew, this is your three-minute 
call. Three minutes to air!  
 
 WYATT 
(To C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER:) Thank you! (To us:) Our next chapter: Orson Welles and the Theatre of the 
Imagination! 
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5. Orson Welles and the Theatre of the Imagination 
 
PIPER cues music. 
 
MUSIC: “DEDICATORY PIECE TO THE CREW AND PASSENGERS OF THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL ROCKET 
EXPRESS TO THE MOON” (UP AND UNDER) 
(The Beau Hunks Sextette from Celebration on the Planet Mars: A Tribute to Raymond Scott  
http://bit.ly/2uXprqO)  
 
PROJECTIONS: INT/EXT C.B.S. BUILDING AND STUDIO ONE 
 
EVERYONE springs into action, setting up for the broadcast. The C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE is giving taking some 
TOURISTS through the studio. 
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
(Intentionally, stylistically expositional. To the TOURISTS:) Right this way, ladies and gentlemen, and we will 
continue our tour... It is the evening of October 30, 1938 at 7:58 P.M., Eastern Standard Time. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) October 30th, the eve of Halloween, quote “a night known variously as Mischief Night, Devil’s Night, 
Hell Night... a night that for some two hundred years had unleashed all manner of trickery on the 
unsuspecting,” unquote. 
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
(To the TOURISTS:) We’re in Studio One of the Columbia Broadcasting Building in Manhattan, where coffee 
cartons and sandwich paper from the chaos of the day’s final dress rehearsal are littered about. In the control 
room, producer John Houseman is running over last-minute notes with the myriad of technicians. Orson 
Welles and his Mercury Theater on the Air, with 10 actors and a 27-piece orchestra, are about to go on the air 
with their radio drama adaptation of H.G. Wells science fiction classic The War of the Worlds.  
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun Fact: In the original 1898 novel, H. G. Wells had his Martian invaders wreak havoc upon the 
English countryside. For the Mercury adaptation, Orson Welles had directed his writer, Howard Koch, to shift 
the setting to the United States. 
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER 
(Breezing through and/or over the speakers:) Two minutes to air! Orson Welles and the Mercury Company, 
orchestra and crew, this is your two-minute call. Two minutes to air!  
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
(To the TOURISTS:) Does anyone have any questions? 
 
 TOURIST FROM BOISE 
Who’s Orson Welles? 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
(Re the TOURIST/S:) Dear God! Who’s Orson Welles?!  
 
 TOURIST FROM BOISE 
Oh my. Did I ask the wrong thing? 
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
Certainly not! There are no stupid questions.  

http://bit.ly/2uXprqO
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 ORSON WELLES 
(As ORSON re the TOURIST/S:) Want to bet? 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) 23-year-old Orson Welles is director of Mercury Theater on the Air.  
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) He’s a rebel, and one of the most innovative directors of all time. He breaks all the rules. 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) As an actor, he appears in as many as two dozen different programs a week.  
 
 PIPER 
(To us:) On Broadway, he’s directed a string of stunning successes earning him a reputation as both prodigy 
and provocateur.  
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
Now, with his producing partner John Houseman, Welles brings his unique talent to radio listeners with the 
Mercury Theater on the Air... 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Quote “The Columbia Network is proud to give Orson Welles the opportunity to bring to the air those 
same qualities of vitality and imagination that have made him the most talked of theatrical director in 
America today,” unquote. 
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER 
(Breezing through and/or over the speakers:) One minute to air! Orson Welles and the Mercury Company, 
orchestra and crew, this is your one-minute call. One minute to air!  
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
(To the TOURISTS:) Any other questions? 
 
 TOURIST FROM KENOSHA 
Will there be a live audience for tonight’s broadcast? 
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
Some of the programs do have a live studio audience. But tonight’s program does not.  
 
 TOURIST FROM CLAREMORE 
(Re the sound effects:) Whatever are all those doohickeys and thingamajigs? 
 
 C.B.S. TOUR GUIDE 
Ah, the sound effects – glad you asked! Let me introduce you to the head sound engineer for C.B.S. and the 
Mercury, Miss Ora Nichols.  
 ORA NICHOLS 
(To the TOURISTS/us:) These are the various items required to make the cacophony of sounds during this 
evening’s broadcast.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Now, Ora, dear, let’s hear cue A15, if you will... 
 
 ORA NICHOLS 
Right away, Mr. Welles... 
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SFX: HISSING SOUND FOLLOWED BY A HUMMING THAT INCREASES IN INTENSITY 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
That’s fine. A bit more intensity to the end, if you please. And remember to cut cue A34 like that (snaps 
fingers).  
 
 ORA NICHOLS 
Will do, Mr. Welles... 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
Very good.  
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER  
Thirty seconds to air. Mr. Welles to the podium, please... Places and stand by... 
 
There is an “Stand By / On Air” light that can be illuminated on cue. “Stand By” lights. (Note: This may be a 
projection.) 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) It all began unremarkably. A Sunday evening like any other in America, with dinners being finished, 
dishes washed, and radios across the country turned on more or less in unison. Mr. Welles took the podium, 
and tapped his baton, ready to throw the cue for the Mercury theme...  (Tapping baton on podium – possibly 
SFX. To us:) There’s an excitement in the air -- a special thrill reserved for those final moments before the 
curtain rises...   
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER  
We’re on the air in five, four, three...  
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) It’s magic time... 
 
The “Stand By” sign changes to “On Air” and the broadcast begins... (Note: This may be a projection.)  
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6. The Broadcast (Act One)  
 
A stylized recreation of the first part of the 1938 "War of the Worlds" broadcast. STUDENTS “read” the 
(memorized) script from their phones/tablets, as opposed to traditional paper. In a second area, STUDENTS 
perform action to accompany the broadcast using shadow play/puppetry. (Shadow play at Wikipedia 
http://bit.ly/1jBea90) This could include dancing at the hotels, the landing of the Martians, etc.  
 
Scene numbers have been noted for reference. To listen to the original, unedited 1938 broadcast, visit 
http://bit.ly/2tSIbrf  
 
WOTW 1. Studio One at the Columbia Broadcasting Building, N.Y.C. 
(Mercury Announcer, Narrator/Orson Welles) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE (A WALL OF PERFORATED ACOUSTIC TILES WITH “COLUMBIA 
BROADCASTING SYSTEM” DECO-STYLE STEEL LETTERING SIGNAGE) 
 
 MERCURY ANNOUNCER 
The Columbia Broadcasting System and its affiliated stations present Orson Welles and the Mercury Theatre 
on the Air in The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells. 
 
MUSIC: MERCURY THEATRE MUSICAL THEME  
(TCHAIKOVSKY’S PIANO CONCERTO IN B FLAT MINOR #1) 
 
 MERCURY ANNOUNCER (CONT’D) 
Ladies and gentlemen: the director of the Mercury Theatre and star of these broadcasts, Orson Welles... 
 
 NARRATOR (ORSON WELLES) 
We know now that in the early years of the twentieth century this world was being watched closely by 
intelligences greater than our own. As human beings busied themselves about their various concerns they 
were studied as a microscope might scrutinize the creatures in a drop of water. People went about their little 
affairs with assurance of their dominion over this small spinning fragment of solar driftwood. Yet across an 
immense ethereal gulf, others slowly and surely drew their plans against us. On October 30, thirty-two million 
people were listening in on radios. 
  
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: FAMILY LISTENING TO RADIO 
 
 
 
WOTW 2. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE 
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE 
...for the next twenty-four hours, not much change in temperature. A slight atmospheric disturbance of 
undetermined origin is reported over Nova Scotia, causing a low-pressure area to move down rather rapidly 
over the northeastern states. Maximum temperature 66; minimum 48. (CONT’D) 
 

http://bit.ly/1jBea90
http://bit.ly/2tSIbrf
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 ANNOUNCER ONE (CONT’D) 
This weather report comes to you from the United States Weather Bureau.... We now take you to the Meridian 
Room in the Hotel Park Plaza in downtown New York, where you will be entertained by the music of Ramón 
Raquello and his orchestra. 
 
 
WOTW 3. Meridian Room in The Hotel Park Plaza 
(Meridian Room Announcer) 
 
MUSIC: SPANISH THEME SONG [A TANGO] ... FADES IN (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take on 
this selection.) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: COUPLES DANCING TO MUSIC (Note: Perhaps this is mirrored by STUDENTS dancing 
in front of or to the side/s of the screen.) 
 
 MERIDIAN ROOM ANNOUNCER  
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. From the Meridian Room, we bring you the music of Ramón Raquello 
and his orchestra. With a touch of the Spanish. Ramón Raquello leads off with “La Cumparsita.” 
 
MUSIC: “LA CUMPARSITA” STARTS PLAYING (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take on this 
selection.) 
 
 
WOTW 4. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE 
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
Ladies and gentlemen, we interrupt our program of dance music to bring you a special bulletin from the 
Intercontinental Radio News. At twenty minutes before eight, central time, Professor Farrell of the Mount 
Jennings Observatory, Chicago, Illinois, reports observing several explosions of incandescent gas, occurring at 
regular intervals on the planet Mars. The spectroscope indicates the gas to be hydrogen and moving towards 
the earth with enormous velocity. Professor Pierson of the Observatory at Princeton University confirms 
Farrell’s observation, and describes the phenomenon as -- quote -- like a jet of blue flame shot from a gun -- 
unquote. We now return you to the music of Ramón Raquello, playing for you in the Meridian Room of the 
Park Plaza Hotel, situated in downtown New York. 
 
 
WOTW 5. Meridian Room in The Hotel Park Plaza 
(Meridian Room Announcer) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: COUPLES DANCING TO MUSIC (Note: Perhaps this is mirrored by STUDENTS dancing 
in front of or to the side/s of the screen.) 
 
MUSIC: MUSIC PLAYS FOR A FEW MOMENTS UNTIL PIECE ENDS...  
 
BIZ/SFX: APPLAUSE 
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 MERIDIAN ROOM ANNOUNCER  
Now a tune that never loses favor, the ever-popular “Star Dust.” Ramón Raquello and his orchestra... 
 
MUSIC: “STAR DUST” (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take on this selection If so, in this case, the 
reference to “Star Dust” in the above dialogue might be replaced.) 
 
 
WOTW 6. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO  
Ladies and gentlemen, following on the news given in our bulletin a moment ago, the United States 
Meteorological Bureau has requested the large observatories of the country to keep an astronomical watch on 
any further disturbances occurring on the planet Mars. Due to the unusual nature of this occurrence, we have 
arranged an interview with noted astronomer, Professor Pierson, who will give us his views on the event. In a 
few moments, we will take you to the Princeton Observatory situated on the campus at Princeton, New Jersey. 
We return you until then to the music of Ramón Raquello and his orchestra. 
 
 
WOTW 7. Meridian Room in The Hotel Park Plaza 
(No characters, music only) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: COUPLES DANCING TO MUSIC (Note: Perhaps this is mirrored by STUDENTS dancing 
in front of or to the side/s of the screen.) 
 
MUSIC: “STAR DUST” (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take on this selection.) 
 
 
WOTW 8. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE 
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO (CONT’D) 
We are now ready to take you to the Princeton Observatory at Princeton University where Carl Phillips, our 
commentator, will interview Professor Richard Pierson, famous astronomer. We take you now to Princeton, 
New Jersey. 
 
 
WOTW 9. Princeton Observatory 
(Carl Phillips, Professor Richard Pierson) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: EXT. PRINCETON OBSERVATORY WITH TELESCOPE AND STARRY SKY ABOVE 
(Note: Perhaps there’s a star drop in the background or above – peaceful, for now.) 
 
SFX: ECHO CHAMBER 
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 PHILLIPS 
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. This is Carl Phillips, speaking to you from the observatory of Princeton 
University. I am standing in a large semi-circular room, pitch black except for an oblong split in the ceiling. 
Through this opening I can see a sprinkling of stars that cast a glow over the huge telescope. The ticking 
sound is the vibration of the clockwork. Professor Pierson stands on a platform, peering through a giant lens. 
Professor, may I begin our questions? 
 
 PIERSON (ORSON WELLES) 
At any time, Mr. Phillips. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Professor, would you please tell our radio audience exactly what you see as you observe the planet Mars 
through your telescope? 
 
 PIERSON 
Nothing unusual at the moment, Mr. Phillips. A red disk swimming in a blue sea. Transverse stripes across the 
disk. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
What do these transverse stripes signify? 
 
 PIERSON 
Not canals, I can assure you, Mr. Phillips, although that’s the popular conjecture of those who imagine Mars to 
be inhabited. The stripes are the result of atmospheric conditions unique to the planet. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Then you’re quite convinced that life as we know it does not exist on Mars? 
 
 PIERSON 
I’d say the chances against it are a thousand to one. 
 
 
 PHILLIPS 
For the benefit of our listeners, how far is Mars from earth? 
 
 PIERSON 
Approximately forty million miles. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Well, that seems a safe enough distance. (Pause.)  
 
 PHILLIPS 
Thank you, Professor. Ladies and gentlemen, we’ve been speaking to you from the observatory at Princeton, 
bringing you a special interview with Professor Pierson, noted astronomer. This is Carl Phillips speaking. We 
are returning you now to our New York studio. 
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WOTW 10. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE 
 
MUSIC: FADE IN PIANO PLAYING 
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
Ladies and gentlemen, this is C.B.S., bringing you a special announcement from Trenton, New Jersey. It is 
reported that. a huge, flaming object, believed to be a meteorite, fell on a farm in the neighborhood of Grover’s 
Mill, New Jersey We will have our reporter, Carl Phillips, give you a word description as soon as he can reach 
there. In the meantime, we take you to the Hotel Martinet in Brooklyn, where Bobby Millette and his Merry 
Melodians are offering a program of dance music. 
 
 
WOTW 11. Hotel Martinet, Brooklyn 
(No characters, music only) 
 
MUSIC: SWING BAND FOR TWENTY SECONDS... THEN CUT (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take 
on this selection.) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: COUPLES DANCING TO MUSIC (Note: Perhaps this is mirrored by STUDENTS dancing 
in front of or to the side/s of the screen.) 
 
 
WOTW 12. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 STUDIO ANNOUNCER (CONT’D) 
We take you now to Grover’s Mill, New Jersey. 
 
 
13. Wilmuth Farm in Grover’s Mill, New Jersey 
(Carl Phillips, Professor Richard Pierson, Policeman at Wilmuth Farm, Mr. Wilmuth, Voices at Wilmuth 
Farm/Crowd) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: WILMUTH FARM (DEVELOPS AS PHILLIPS EXPLAINS WHAT HE SEES) 
 
BIZ: CROWD NOISES...  
 
SFX: POLICE SIRENS 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Ladies and gentlemen, this is Carl Phillips again, your C.B.S. New reporter, out at the Wilmuth farm, Grover’s 
Mill, New Jersey. Professor Pierson and myself made the eleven miles from Princeton in ten minutes. 
(CONT’D) 
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 PHILLIPS (CONT’D) 
I want to paint for you a word picture of the strange scene before my eyes... I guess that’s the... thing, directly 
in front of me, half buried in a vast pit. Must have struck with terrific force. The object itself looks more like a 
huge cylinder. It has a diameter of... what would you say, Professor Pierson? 
 
 PIERSON 
About thirty yards. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Curious spectators now are pressing close to the object in spite of the efforts of the police to keep them back.  
 
 POLICEMAN AT WILMUTH FARM 
One side, there, one side. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
While the policemen are pushing the crowd back, here’s Mr. Wilmuth, owner of the farm here. Mr. Wilmuth, 
would you please tell the radio audience as much as you remember of this rather unusual visitor that dropped 
in your backyard? 
 
 MR. WILMUTH 
Yes, sir -- while I was listening to the radio and kinda drowsin’, that Professor fellow was talkin’ about Mars, 
so I was half dozin’ and half... 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Yes, Mr. Wilmuth, and then you saw something? 
 
 MR. WILMUTH 
I heard something. A hissing sound. Like this: sssssss... kinda like a fourt’ of July rocket. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Then what? 
 
 MR. WILMUTH 
I seen a kinda greenish streak and then zingo! Somethin’ smacked the ground. Knocked me clear out of my 
chair! 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Well, were you frightened, Mr. Wilmuth? 
 
 MR. WILMUTH 
I reckon I was kinda riled. 
 
SFX: FAINT HUMMING SOUND (BUILDS UNDER FOLLOWING) 
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 PHILLIPS 
Thank you, Mr. Wilmuth. (Beat.) Ladies and gentlemen, I wish I could convey the atmosphere of this... 
fantastic scene. Hundreds of cars are parked in a field. Police trying to rope off the roadway to the farm. But 
it’s no use. They’re breaking through. Cars’ headlights throw a spot on the pit where the object’s half buried. 
Some of the more daring souls are now venturing near the edge. One man wants to touch the thing... he’s 
having an argument with a policeman. The policeman wins.... Now, ladies and gentlemen, there’s something I 
haven’t mentioned in all this excitement. Do you hear it? It’s a curious humming sound that seems to come 
from inside the object. Professor Pierson! Can you tell us the meaning of that scraping noise inside the thing? 
 
 PIERSON 
Possibly the unequal cooling of its surface. 
 
 PHILLIPS 
Do you still think it’s a meteor? 
 
 PIERSON 
I don’t know what to think. The metal casing is definitely extraterrestrial.  
 
 PHILLIPS 
Just a minute! Something’s happening! Ladies and gentlemen, the top is beginning to rotate like a screw! The 
thing must be hollow! 
 
 VOICES AT WILMUTH FARM 
She’s movin’!  
Look, the darn thing’s unscrewing!  
Keep back, there! Keep back, I tell you!  
Maybe there’s men in it trying to escape!  
It’s red hot, they’ll burn to a cinder!  
Keep back there. Keep those idiots back! 
 
PIPER is about to cue DEMILLE (and/or ORA) to make the following sound effect. But, before the sound effect 
can be made, we hear the following from a speaker in the back of or outside the auditorium. This should be very 
LOUD and totally unexpected by one and all. PIPER, DEMILLE, ORA, WYATT, etc. share a look of surprise. 
Something’s up. The Martians just might be landing here and now. (Another surprise or two of this sort should 
happen by the end of Act One.) 
 
SFX: SUDDENLY THE CLANKING SOUND OF A HUGE PIECE OF FALLING METAL 
 
 VOICES AT WILMUTH FARM (CONT’D) 
She’s off! The top’s loose!  
Look out there! Stand back! 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: MARTAIN/S CRAWLING OUT OF CYLINDER  
 
 PHILLIPS 
Ladies and gentlemen, this is the most terrifying thing I have ever witnessed... Wait a minute! Someone’s 
crawling out of the hollow top. Someone or... something. I can see peering out of that black hole two luminous 
disks... are they eyes? It might be a face. It might be... 
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BIZ: SHOUT OF AWE FROM THE CROWD 
 
 PHILLIPS (CONT’D) 
Good heavens, something’s wriggling out of the shadow like a gray snake. Now it’s another one, and another. I 
can see the thing’s body. It’s large as a bear and it glistens like wet leather. But that face... I can hardly force 
myself to keep looking at it. The eyes are black and gleam like a serpent. The mouth is V-shaped with saliva 
dripping from its rimless lips that quiver. The thing’s raising up. The crowd falls back now. They’ve seen 
plenty. This is the most extraordinary experience. I can’t find words... I’ll pull this microphone with me. I’ll 
have to take a new position. Hold on, I’ll be right back in a minute. 
 
 
WOTW 14. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
MUSIC: FADE INTO PIANO 
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
This is C.B.S. News, New York, bringing you an eyewitness account of what’s happening on the Wilmuth farm, 
Grover’s Mill, New Jersey.  
 
MUSIC: FADE INTO PIANO [MORE PIANO] (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take on this selection.) 
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO (CONT’D) 
We now return you to Carl Phillips at Grover’s Mill. 
 
 
WOTW 15. Wilmuth Farm in Grover’s Mill, New Jersey 
(Carl Phillips, Crowd) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: WILMUTH FARM  
 
 PHILLIPS 
Ladies and gentlemen -- Am I on? From here I get a sweep of the whole scene. I’ll give you every detail as long 
as I can. More state police have arrived. No need to push the crowd back now. They’re willing to keep their 
distance. The captain is conferring with Professor Pierson. The Professor moves around one side, studying 
the object, while the captain and two policemen advance with something in their hands. I can see it now. It’s a 
white handkerchief tied to a pole... a flag of truce. If those creatures know what anything means!... Wait! 
Something’s happening! 
 
SFX: HISSING SOUND FOLLOWED BY A HUMMING THAT INCREASES IN INTENSITY 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: MARTAINS SHOOT FLAMES (UNDER FOLLOWING) 
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 PHILLIPS (CONT’D) 
A humped shape is rising out of the pit. I can make out a small beam of light against a mirror. What’s that? 
There’s a jet of flame springing from the mirror, and it leaps right at the advancing men. It strikes them head 
on! Good Lord, they’re turning into flame! 
 
SFX: EXPLOSION 
 
BIZ: SCREAMS AND UNEARTHLY SHRIEKS 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: WILMUTH FARM ON FIRE 
 
 PHILLIPS (CONT’D) 
Now the whole field’s caught fire! The woods... the barns... the gas tanks of automobiles... it’s spreading 
everywhere. It’s coming this way. About twenty yards to my right... 
 
STUDENT playing PHILLIPS drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
SFX: CRASH OF MICROPHONE ... THEN DEAD SILENCE 
 
 
WOTW 16. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
Ladies and gentlemen, due to circumstances beyond our control, we are unable to continue the broadcast 
from Grover’s Mill.  We now continue with our piano interlude. 
 
MUSIC: PIANO... THEN CUT (Note: DEMILLE might spin a contemporary take on this selection.) 
 
 
WOTW 17. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO (CONT’D) 
Ladies and gentlemen, I have just been handed a message from Grover’s Mill. At least forty people, including 
six state troopers lie dead, their bodies burned beyond all possible recognition. The next voice you hear will 
be that of Brigadier General Montgomery Smith, commander of the New Jersey National Guard at Trenton, 
New Jersey. 
 
WOTW 18. Trenton, New Jersey 
(Brigadier General Montgomery Smith) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: NATIONAL GUARD 
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 BRIGADIER GENERAL MONTGOMERY SMITH 
I have been requested by the governor of New Jersey to place the counties of Mercer and Middlesex under 
martial law. No one will be permitted to enter this area except military authorities. Thank you. 
 
STUDENT playing BRIGADIER GENERAL MONTGOMERY SMITH drops to the ground, remains there until end of 
Act One. 
 
 
WOTW 19. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
Further details of the catastrophe at Grover’s Mill are coming in. The strange creatures after unleashing their 
deadly assault, crawled back into their pit and made no attempt to prevent the efforts of the firemen to 
recover the bodies and extinguish the fire. Combined fire departments of Mercer County are fighting the 
flames which menace the entire countryside. I have just been informed that we have finally established 
communication with an eyewitness of the tragedy. Professor Pierson has been located at a farmhouse near 
Grover’s Mill. As a scientist, he will give you his explanation of the calamity. The next voice you hear will be 
that of Professor Pierson... 
 
 
WOTW 20. Farmhouse Near Grover’s Mill 
(Professor Richard Pierson) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: FARMHOUSE WITH DESTRUCTION IN BACKGROUND/APPROACHING 
 
SFX: FEEDBACK. THEN FILTERED VOICE 
 
 PIERSON 
Of the creatures in the rocket cylinder at Grover’s Mill, I can give you no authoritative information -- It’s all 
too evident that these creatures have scientific knowledge far in advance of our own... 
 
 
WOTW 21. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer, Harry McDonald) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
Thank you, Professor Pierson. Ladies and gentlemen, here is a bulletin from Trenton informing the Columbia 
Broadcasting System that the charred body of Carl Phillips has been identified in a Trenton hospital. Now 
here’s another bulletin from Washington, D.C.: the director of the National Red Cross reports emergency 
workers have been assigned to the New Jersey National Guard outside Grover’s Mill, New Jersey. And now, 
ladies and gentlemen, we have a special statement from Mr. Harry McDonald, C.B.S. executive vice-president 
in charge of operations. 
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 HARRY McDONALD 
We have received a request from the New Jersey National Guard to place at their disposal our entire 
broadcasting facilities. We believe that radio has a responsibility to serve in the public interest at all times, we 
are turning over our facilities to the National Guard at Trenton. 
 
STUDENT playing HARRY McDONALD drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
We take you now to the field headquarters of the National Guard near Grover’s Mill, New Jersey. 
 
 
WOTW 22. Headquarters of State Militia Near Grover’s Mill, New Jersey 
(Captain Lansing) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: SCENE AS LANSING EXPLAINS (UNDER) 
 
 CAPTAIN LANSING 
This is Captain Lansing of the United States Signal Corps, now engaged in military operations in the vicinity of 
Grover’s Mill. The situation is now under complete control. The cylindrical object is surrounded on all sides 
by infantry adequately armed with rifles and machine guns. All cause for alarm, if such cause ever existed, is 
now entirely unjustified. The things, whatever they are, do not even venture to poke their heads above the pit. 
The creatures can scarcely stand up against machine-gun fire. Anyway, it’s a pleasant outing for the troops. 
Now wait a minute! I see something on top of the cylinder. No, it’s nothing but a shadow. Seven thousand 
armed men closing in on an old metal tube. Wait, that wasn’t a shadow! It’s something rising out of the 
cylinder... going higher and higher. Why, it’s standing on legs... Now it’s reaching above the trees. Hold on! 
 
STUDENT playing CAPTAIN LANSING drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 
 
WOTW 23. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER TWO 
Ladies and gentlemen, I have a grave announcement to make. Incredible as it may seem, both the 
observations of science and the evidence of our eyes lead to the inescapable assumption that those strange 
beings who landed in the Jersey farmlands tonight are the vanguard of an invading army from the planet 
Mars.  
 
STUDENT playing ANNOUNCER TWO drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE 
The battle which took place tonight at Grover’s Mill has ended in one of the most startling defeats ever 
suffered by any army in modern times; seven thousand men armed with rifles and machine guns pitted 
against a single fighting machine of the invaders from Mars. One hundred and twenty known survivors. 
(CONT’D) 
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 ANNOUNCER ONE (CONT’D) 
The rest strewn over the battle area, crushed and trampled to death under the metal feet of the monster, or 
burned to cinders by its heat ray. The monster has effectively cut the state through its center. Communication 
lines are down from Pennsylvania to the Atlantic Ocean. Railroad tracks are torn and service from New York 
to Philadelphia discontinued. Highways to the north, south, and west are clogged with frantic human traffic.  
We take you now to Washington for a special broadcast on the National Emergency... the Secretary of the 
Interior... 
 
 
WOTW 24. Washington, D.C. 
(Secretary of the Interior) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: WHITE HOUSE RADIO BROADCAST 
 
 SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
(Sounds not unlike President Franklin D. Roosevelt:) Citizens of the nation: I shall not try to conceal the gravity 
of the situation that confronts the country I wish to impress upon all of you the urgent need of calm and 
resourceful action. Fortunately, this formidable enemy is still confined to a small area. In the meantime, 
placing our faith in God we must continue the performance of our duties so that we may confront this 
destructive adversary with a nation united, courageous, and consecrated to the preservation of human 
supremacy on this earth. I thank you. 
 
STUDENT playing SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 
WOTW 25. Radio Studio 
(Studio Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE 
Bulletins too numerous to read are piling up in the studio here. Cables received from English, French, German 
scientific bodies offering assistance. Astronomers report continued gas outbursts at regular intervals on Mars. 
Attempts made to locate Professor Pierson of Princeton University. It is feared he was lost in recent battle. 
Langley Field, Virginia: Scouting planes report three Martian machines, moving north with population fleeing 
ahead of them. Heat ray not in use; although advancing at express-train speed. They uproot power lines, 
bridges, and railroad tracks. Their apparent objective is to crush resistance, paralyze communication, and 
disorganize human society. Here’s a bulletin from Roosevelt Field, Long Island: Army bombers carrying heavy 
explosives in pursuit of enemy...   
 
 
WOTW 26. Army Bombing Plane, V-8-43, Off Bayonne, New Jersey 
(Lieutenant Voght, Langley Field Radio Operator, Bayonne Radio Operator, Newark Radio Operator, 2X2L Radio 
Operator, 8X3R Radio Operator) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: BOMBING PLANE / RADIO OPERATORS 
 
SFX: CUT TO SOUND OF AIRPLANE MOTOR 
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 LIEUTENANT VOGHT 
United States bombing plane, V-8-43, off Bayonne, New Jersey, Lieutenant Voght, commanding eight bombers. 
Enemy tripod machines now in sight. Six altogether. A heavy black fog hanging close to the earth... No sign of 
heat ray. Enemy now turns east, crossing Passaic River. Another straddles the Pulaski Skyway. Evident 
objective is New York City. They’re pushing down a high-tension power station. The machines are close 
together now, and we’re ready to attack. Planes circling, ready to strike. A thousand yards and we’ll be over 
the first -- eight hundred yards... six hundred... four hundred... two hundred... There they go! The giant arm 
raised...  
 
SFX: HEAT RAY 
 
 LIEUTENANT VOGHT (CONT’D) 
Green flash! They’re spraying us with flame! Two thousand feet. Engines are giving out. No chance to release 
bombs. Only one thing left... drop on them, plane and all. We’re diving on the first one. Now the engine’s gone! 
Eight...  
 
SFX: PLANE GOES DOWN 
 
STUDENT playing LIEUTENANT VOGHT drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 BAYONNE RADIO OPERATOR 
This is Bayonne, New Jersey, calling Langley Field... Come in, please... 
 
 LANGLEY FIELD RADIO OPERATOR 
This is Langley Field... Go ahead... 
 
STUDENT playing LANGLEY FIELD RADIO OPERATOR drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 BAYONNE RADIO OPERATOR 
Eight army bombers in engagement with enemy tripod machines over Jersey. Engines incapacitated by heat 
ray. All crashed. One enemy machine destroyed. Enemy now discharging heavy black smoke in direction of – 
 
STUDENT playing BAYONNE RADIO OPERATOR drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 NEWARK AIRPORT RADIO OPERATOR 
This is Newark Airport, New Jersey... Warning! Poisonous black smoke pouring in from Jersey marshes. Gas 
masks useless. Urge population to move into open spaces...  
 
STUDENT playing NEWARK AIRPORT RADIO OPERATOR drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
 2X2L RADIO OPERATOR 
2X2L... calling CQ... 2X2L... calling 8X3R... Come in, please... 
 
 8X3R RADIO OPERATOR 
This is 8X3R... coming back at 2X2L. 
 
STUDENT playing 8X3R RADIO OPERATOR drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
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 2X2L RADIO OPERATOR 
8X3R? What’s the matter? Where are you? 
 
 
WOTW 27. Roof of Broadcasting Building, New York City 
(Studio Announcer, Voices Singing Hymn) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: EXT. MIDTOWN MANHATTAN SKYLINE (ST. PATRICK’S CATHEDERAL, ETC.) 
 
SFX: BELLS RINGING OVER CITY GRADUALLY DIMINISHING 
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE 
I’m speaking from the roof of the C.B.S. Broadcasting Building, New York City. The bells you hear warn the 
people to evacuate the city as the Martians approach. Estimated in last two hours three million people have 
moved out. Our army wiped out... artillery, air force, everything wiped out. This may be the last broadcast. 
We’ll stay here to the end... People are holding service below us... in St. Patrick’s Cathedral. 
 
SFX/BIZ: VOICES SINGING HYMN 
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE (CONT’D) 
Now I look down the harbor. Boats, overloaded with fleeing population, pulling out from docks. 
 
SFX: BOAT WHISTLES 
 
Under the following, the remaining STUDENTS (except for ANNOUNCER ONE, PIERSON and MERCURY 
ANNOUNCER) drop to the ground, remaining there until end of Act One. 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: MARTAINS APPROACH AND ATTACK (UNDER) 
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE (CONT’D) 
Streets are all jammed. Noise in crowds like New Year’s Eve in city. Wait a minute... Enemy now in sight, 
wading the Hudson like a man wading through a brook... A bulletin’s handed me... Martian cylinders are 
falling all over the country. Buffalo, Chicago, St. Louis... Now the first machine reaches the shore. He stands 
looking over the city, his head even with the skyscrapers. He waits for the others. They rise like a line of new 
towers on the city’s west side... lifting their hands. This is the end now. Black smoke, drifting over the city. 
People running towards the East River... thousands of them, dropping in like rats. Now the smoke’s reached 
Times Square. People trying to run away from it, but it’s no use. They’re falling like flies. Now the smoke’s 
crossing Sixth Avenue... Fifth Avenue... one hundred yards away... it’s fifty feet... 
 
SFX: BODY FALLS 
 
STUDENT playing ANNOUNCER ONE drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
WOTW 28. 2X2L Radio Operator Station 
(2X2L Radio Operator) 
 
SHADOWS/PROJECTION: MARTAINS DESTROY UNITED STATES 
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 2X2L RADIO OPERATOR 
2X2L calling CQ... 2X2L calling CQ... New York. Isn’t there anyone on the air? Isn’t there anyone on the air? 
Isn’t there anyone... 2X2L – 
 
STUDENT playing 2X2L RADIO OPERATOR drops to the ground, remains there until end of Act One. 
 
By this point, EVERYONE except MERCURY ANNOUNCER and PIERSON has fallen to the ground. 
 
 
WOTW 29. C.B.S. Studio A 
(Mercury Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 MERCURY ANNOUNCER 
You are listening to a C.B.S. presentation of Orson Welles and the “Mercury Theatre on the Air” in an original 
dramatization of The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells. The performance will continue after a brief 
intermission. This is the Columbia Broadcasting System... 
 
MUSIC: MERCURY THEATRE MUSICAL THEME  
(TCHAIKOVSKY’S PIANO CONCERTO IN B FLAT MINOR #1) UP AND INTO... 
 
The “On Air” sign changes to “Stand By.” (Note: This may be a projection.) 
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7. Station Break (Part 1) 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun fact: The Mercury Theatre on the Air did not have a sponsor. They were a relatively new program 
and had not yet gained the backing of a sponsor who would require regular interruptions at regular intervals 
for their commercial advertisements.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) You may have noticed the lengthy stretch of our program tonight which has gone by without 
commercial interruption.  
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) And we are performing it as such to re-create the experience as the listeners heard the broadcast on 
that fateful evening.  
 
 SAM 
(To us:) It’s small wonder that a great number of listeners who tuned in after the announcement was made 
when program began, but tuned out before next announcement at the station break we’re taking now, may 
well have thought what they were hearing was absolutely real.  
 
MUSIC/SFX: DRAMATIC UNDERSCORE 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) Just how many of them thought that we were being invaded by Martians?  
 
MUSIC/SFX: DRAMATIC STING 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) How many of them thought their time on our dear planet was coming its very end?  
 
MUSIC/SFX: DRAMATIC STING 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) And what of Orson Welles and his company of actors in the studio -- did they have any idea of the 
cavalcade of panic their little radio play was causing its listeners? 
 
MUSIC/SFX: DRAMATIC STING 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Don’t touch that dial! Stay tuned and find out! After this short intermission. 
 
WYATT MAGIC TRICK (TBD) 
 
PROJECTION: “LET’S ALL GO TO THE LOBBY” INTERMISSION BUMPER (http://bit.ly/2uo7ikl)  
 
 PIPER 
Intermission! Ten minutes! 
 
MUSIC: INTERMISSION MIX 

http://bit.ly/2uo7ikl
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8. Intermission 
 
The STUDENTS remain on stage during the intermission in what’s more or less a continuation of the action 
during the Pre-Show. They check props, run lines, etc. They may also mingle in the audience and lobby. 
 
When it’s two minutes before the next act will begin, PIPER calls EVERYONE to places by sounding the air horn.  
 
 PIPER 
(To the STUDENTS:) Please, please. Thank you. 
 
The STUDENTS go to their places. 
 
House lights out.  
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9. The World Premiere of “Chicken Little! An American 
Musical!” 
 
WYATT MAGIC TRICK (TBD) 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Welcome back, dear audience! We’re glad you stayed, and we hope you are, too. (Beat.) And now, we 
have a special treat. A word from our resident musical theatre aficionado...  (To PIPER re us:) Piper: They’re all 
yours... 
 
 PIPER 
(To WYATT:) Thank you kindly! 
 
 WYATT 
(To PIPER:) Break a leg. 
 
 PIPER 
(To us:) In most musicals, Act One ends with a crisis. A downer. Drama! The number that opens Act Two is to 
give the audience a moment to think that the worst, perhaps, is over. The orchestra starts up again, the 
curtain rises... And the cast sings a totally irrelevant song. “Too Darn Hot” from Kiss Me Kate, where minor 
characters sing about the weather. “A Real Nice Clambake” from Carousel where minor characters sing about 
crustaceans. (Quick beat.) Oh, and – Spoiler Alert! – Act One of West Side Story's ends with gang boys in body 
bags. How does Act Two open? With our Latina heroine singing “it’s alarming how charming she feels.” (Beat.) 
So, in the fine tradition of the musical theatre trope called “Welcome to Act Two” – with words and music by 
yours truly and the genius DJ DeMille (To DEMILLE, blowing kisses:) Love you! Muah! (To us:) We now present 
– for the first time ever on any stage – the world premiere of Chicken Little! An American Musical! 
 
MUSIC: “CHICKEN LITTLE! AN AMERICAN MUSICAL!” 
 
PROJECTION: “CHICKEN LITTLE! AN AMERICAN MUSICAL!” (in the style of Hamilton) 
 
TO COME: A three-minute hip-hop musical based on the classic folk tale, Chicken Little. Very Hamilton, of 
course. FOXY LOXY stands in for Fox News and the media in general – it is FOXY who initially reports to 
CHICKEN LITTLE that the sky is falling, and, by the end, one and all play into FOXY’s fateful trap. 
 
The STUDENTS perhaps wear baseball caps ala “Hamilton” merch – yellow text on black cap, using first initials 
and last names (C. Little, H. Penny, etc). Example: http://bit.ly/2xCCJdB  
 
Here are some Chicken Little related links for reference/inspiration. Especially worth checking out is the 8-
minute 1943 Disney cartoon, which riffs on the fears of WWII: 
- “Henny Penny” at Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henny_Penny  
- 1943 Disney Cartoon w/Leonard Maltin intro: http://bit.ly/2v2yKGi 
 
(Note: What follows is very close to the original text, and should be adapted as seen fit.) 
 
 

http://bit.ly/2xCCJdB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henny_Penny
http://bit.ly/2v2yKGi
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 PIPER 
Did you ever hear of Chicken Little, how she disturbed a whole neighborhood by her foolish alarm?  
Well, Chicken Little was running about in a gentleman's garden, where she had no business to be. She ran 
under a rose-bush, and a leaf fell on her tail. So, she was dreadfully frightened, and ran away to Henny Penny.  
 
 CHICKEN LITTLE 
Oh, Henny Penny! The sky is falling! 
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Why, Chicken Little, how do you know it? 
 
 CHICKEN LITTLE 
Oh, I heard it with my ears, I saw it with my eyes, and part of it fell on my tail. 
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Come, then, let us run as fast as we can. 
 
 PIPER 
So, they ran till they came to Ducky Lucky.  
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Oh, Ducky Lucky, the sky is falling! 
 
 DUCKY LUCKY 
Why, how do you know it?  
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Chicken Little told me. 
 
 DUCKY LUCKY 
Chicken Little, how do you know it? 
 
 CHICKEN LITTLE 
I heard it with my ears, I saw it with my eyes, and part of it fell on my tail. 
 
 DUCKY LUCKY 
Oh, let us run! 
 
 PIPER 
And they went on till they came to Goosey Loosey.  
 
 DUCKY LUCKY 
Oh, Goosey Loosey, the sky is falling! 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Why, Ducky Lucky, how do you know it? 
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 DUCKY LUCKY 
Henny Penny told me. 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Henny Penny, how do you know it? 
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Chicken Little told me. 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Chicken Little, how do you know it? 
 
 CHICKEN LITTLE 
Oh, I heard it with my ears, I saw it with my eyes, and part of it fell on my tail! 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Run, run! As fast as you can! 
 
 PIPER 
And away they went till they came to Turkey Lurkey. 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Oh, Turkey Lurkey! The sky is falling! 
 
 TURKEY LURKEY 
Why, Goosey Loosey, how do you know it? 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Ducky Lucky told me. 
 
 TURKEY LURKEY 
Ducky Lucky, how do you know it? 
 
 DUCKY LUCKY 
Henny Penny told me. 
 
 
 TURKEY LURKEY 
Henny Penny, how do you know it? 
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Chicken Little told me. 
 
 TURKEY LURKEY 
Chicken Little, how do you know it? 
 
 CHICKEN LITTLE 
How can I help knowing it? I heard it with my ears, I saw it with my eyes, and part of it fell on my tail! 
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 TURKEY LURKEY 
Oh, come, let us run! 
 
 PIPER 
And away they all went till they met with Foxy Loxy.  
 
 TURKEY LURKEY 
Oh, Foxy Loxy! The sky is falling! 
 
 FOXY LOXY 
Who told you? 
 
 TURKEY LURKEY 
Goose Loose told me. 
 
 FOXY LOXY 
Goosey Loosey, who told you? 
 
 GOOSEY LOOSEY 
Ducky Lucky told me. 
 
 FOXY LOXY 
Ducky Lucky, who told you? 
 
 DUCKY LUCKY 
Henny Penny told me. 
 
 FOXY LOXY 
Henny Penny, who told you? 
 
 HENNY PENNY 
Chicken Little told me. 
 
 FOXY LOXY 
Chicken Little, how do you know it? 
 
 CHICKEN LITTLE 
Oh, I heard it with my ears, I saw it with my eyes, and part of it fell on my tail! 
 
 FOXY LOXY 
Make haste! And all come into my den. 
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 PIPER 
Foxy Loxy opened the door, and in went Turkey Lurkey. As she went in, Foxy Loxy bit off her head, threw it 
one way, and the body another. Then went in Goosey Loosey. Foxy Loxy cut off her head, and threw her in. 
Then came Ducky Lucky. Foxy Loxy did the same by her. Then came Henny Penny. Foxy Loxy bit off her head, 
and threw it one way, and the body the other. Then came Chicken Little. Foxy Loxy caught hold of her, and eat 
her all up, and then finished his supper with the rest, and all this from the foolish fright of Chicken Little.  
 
The musical comes to an end and the STUDENTS involved take a bow, then move into place for the next scene. 
 
 SAM 
(To MISS LINCOLN:) Other than that, how was the play, Miss Lincoln? 
 
 QUINN 
Oh! I get it – the fox is Fox News! Clever... 
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10. Station Break (Part 2) 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) We return you to Studio A at C.B.S... 
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER 
Two minutes until we’re back on the air... 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) As the actors prepare for the second act of their play, producer John Houseman rushes out of the 
control room and to Mr. Welles...  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN 
(Rushed, panicked.) Orson! 
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Why, John, you’re as white as a sheet. What the devil’s going on?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
You’re not going to believe this...  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Try me.  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Listeners have been calling into the switchboard. They’re in a panic.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Panic? Why?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
They think it’s real.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
(After a moment, then with a laugh, to the actors, et al:) Did you hear that, folks?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Laugh all you want, Orson, but the C.B.S. big-wigs aren’t laughing, believe me. They’ve been in the control 
room for the past ten minutes demanding a station break.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
And we’re giving them one now, aren’t we?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN 
I had to do everything within my power to stop them from taking us off the air. 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
And you did a fine job at such, my boy. But I don’t see the call for such hullabaloo, John. After all, it’s only a 
play.  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
But the listeners, Orson. They don’t think it’s a play. They think it’s really happening.  
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 ORSON WELLES  
That’s the point, isn’t it? Why do we do this, John? To be convincing, to further the suspension of disbelief.  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Well, you’re succeeding, so congratulations. But just how far would you like the listeners to suspend their 
disbelief?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
So far as the traffic will allow, of course.  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Even if that includes inciting a riot?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Oh, so now it’s a riot. A minute ago, it was a panic. Exactly how many telephone calls have come through the 
C.B.S. switchboard?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
A sufficient enough number that we’re engaging in this conversation.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Get me a number, John. How many calls? Find out, and keep a tally in the control booth. Then you can let me 
know how many calls have come in once we’re off the air. I don’t need you running in here like the sky is 
falling.  
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER 
One minute to air...  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
We have a responsibility to the listening public, Orson.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
And I, for one, believed that responsibility was to entertain them. Is that not what we’re doing?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Yes, Orson.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Relax, John. And, who knows, perhaps a bit of attention will land this program a sponsor. “Any press is good 
press.”  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
You’re not experiencing this little play the same way I am, from the control room.  
 
 
 ORSON WELLES  
I’d dare say there’s more panic emanating from you at the moment than our dear listeners.  
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER 
Thirty seconds to air...  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Panicky calls aside, how’s the play sound.  
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 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
It’s coming off fine, Orson. Just fine.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
(With a smile.) That’s the spirit.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Just how many scaredy-cats and little old ladies are telephoning the switchboard? And are they indeed 
panicked or simply bored and want somebody to talk to? Back to the control booth, John. (To the actors:) On 
with the show, shall we, folks?  
 
 C.B.S. STAGE MANAGER  
Back on the air in five... four... three... 
 
The “Stand By” sign changes to “On Air” and the broadcast continues... (Note: This may be a projection.) 
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11. The Broadcast (Act Two) 
 
WOTW 30. C.B.S. Studio A 
(Mercury Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 MERCURY ANNOUNCER 
You are listening to a C.B.S. presentation of Orson Welles and the Mercury Theatre on the Air in an original 
dramatization of The War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells... 
 
MUSIC: THEME 
 
 
WOTW 31. Grover’s Mill / Newark / New York 
(Professor Richard Pierson, Stranger) 
 
 PIERSON 
As I set down these notes on paper, I’m obsessed by the thought that I may be the last living man on earth. I 
have been hiding in this empty house near Grover’s Mill. All that happened before the arrival of these 
monstrous creatures now seems part of another life... I look down at my blackened hands, my torn shoes, my 
tattered clothes, and I try to connect them with a professor who lives at Princeton University, and who on the 
night of October 30, glimpsed through his telescope an orange splash of light on a distant planet. My wife, my 
colleagues, my students, my books, my observatory, my... my world... where are they? What day is it? Do days 
exist without calendars? Does time pass when there are no human hands left to wind the clocks?... In writing 
down my daily life, I tell myself I shall preserve human history between the dark covers of this little book that 
was meant to record the movements of the stars... I keep watch at the window. From time to time I catch sight 
of a Martian above the black smoke. I watch in a corner as his huge metal legs nearly brush against the house. 
I venture from the house to a road. Here and there a wrecked car, a blackened skeleton. I feel safer trailing 
these monsters than running from them. I have seen the Martians feed. I wander through a desolate world. 
Finally, I notice a living creature... a small red squirrel in a beech tree. I stare at him, he stares back at me. The 
animal and I share the same emotion... the joy of finding another living being. Next day I came to a city 
vaguely familiar, yet its skyline leveled off, as if a giant hand sliced off with a sweep of his hand. I have an odd 
feeling of being watched, I caught sight of something crouching in a doorway. I made a step towards it, and it 
rose up and became a human! A human, armed with a large knife. 
 
 STRANGER 
(Off mike:) Stop... (Closer:) Where did you come from? 
 
 PIERSON 
I come from Grover’s Mill. 
 
 STRANGER 
Grover’s Mill?! (Laughs as at a great joke.) There’s no food here. This is my country... all this end of town down 
to the river. There’s only food for one... Which way are you going? 
 
 PIERSON 
I don’t know. I guess I’m looking for people. 
 
SFX: BIRD 
 
 STRANGER 
(Nervously:) What was that? Did you hear something just then? 
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 PIERSON 
Only a bird... (Amazed:) A live bird! 
 
 STRANGER 
You get to know that birds have shadows these days... Say, we’re in the open here. Let’s crawl into this 
doorway and talk. 
 
 PIERSON 
Have you seen any... Martians? 
 
 STRANGER 
Naah. They’ve gone over to New York. At night, the sky is alive with their lights. Just as if people were still 
livin’ in it. By daylight you can’t see them. Five days ago, a couple of them carried somethin’ big across the 
flats from the airport. I believe they’re learning how to fly. 
 
 PIERSON 
Fly! 
 
 STRANGER 
Yeah, fly. 
 
 PIERSON 
Then it’s all over with humanity. Stranger, there’s still you and I. Two of us left. 
 
 STRANGER 
They wrecked the greatest country in the world.  
 
 PIERSON 
Where were you? You’re in a uniform. 
 
 STRANGER 
Yeah, what’s left of it. I was in the national guard.  
 
 PIERSON 
What will the Martians do with us? 
 
 STRANGER 
They’ll begin catching us systematic-like -- keeping the best and storing us in cages. We’re done for.  
 
 PIERSON 
Then what is there to live for? 
 
 STRANGER 
Well, there won’t be any more concerts for a million years or so, and no nice little dinners at restaurants. If it’s 
amusement you’re after, I guess the game’s up. 
 
 PIERSON 
And what is there left? 
 
 STRANGER 
Life... that’s what! I want to live. Yeah, and so do you. We’re not going to be exterminated. And I don’t mean to 
be caught, either, and tamed, and fattened, and bred, like an ox. 
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 PIERSON 
What are you going to do? 
 
 STRANGER 
I got a plan. We gotta learn plenty. It isn’t all of us that were made for wild beasts. I watched hundreds of little 
office workers running wild to catch their commuter train in the morning for fear they’d get canned if they 
didn’t; running back at night afraid they won’t be in time for dinner. Lives insured and a little invested in case 
of accidents. And on Sundays, worried about the hereafter. The Martians will be a godsend for those guys. 
Nice roomy cages, good food, careful breeding, no worries. They’ll be glad to be caught. 
 
 PIERSON 
You’ve thought it all out, haven’t you? 
 
 STRANGER 
You bet I have! These Martians will make pets of some of ‘em, train ‘em to do tricks, train ‘em to hunt us. 
 
 PIERSON 
No, that’s impossible. No human being... 
 
 STRANGER 
Yes, they will. There’s men who’ll do it gladly.  
 
 PIERSON 
Where are we to live when the Martians own the earth? 
 
 STRANGER 
We’ll live underground – Sewers, cellars, vaults, subways. We’ll get a bunch of strong men together. And we’ll 
get all the books we can -- science books. That’s where men like you come in, see? We’ll raid the museums, 
spy on the Martians. And we’ll turn the Martians and their lovely heat rays and on them and their pets! We’d 
bring everybody down to their knees! 
 
 PIERSON 
That’s your plan? 
 
 STRANGER 
We’ll own the world. 
 
 PIERSON 
I see... 
 
 STRANGER 
(Fading out:) Say, what’s the matter?... Where are you going? 
 
 PIERSON 
Not to your world... Goodbye, stranger... (Beat.) I came to the Holland Tunnel, anxious to know the fate of the 
great city on the other side. I made my way up Canal Street, the air thick with strange black powder, past the 
bodies on Fourteenth Street, and up through the Thirties and Forties. I stood alone in Times Square, where a 
lean dog ran with a piece of meat in his jaws and a pack of starving mongrels at his heels. I walked up 
Broadway, past shop windows displaying their wares to empty sidewalks; past a shooting gallery, where a 
row of empty guns faced a line of wooden ducks. In Central Park, I could see nineteen of the Martians’ great 
metal machines, their great steel arms hanging by their sides. I watched an immense flock of black birds 
above circle above me and to the ground. And, there – I could hardly believe my eyes – lay the Martians, with 
the hungry birds pecking and tearing brown shreds of flesh from their dead bodies. Later, when their bodies 
were examined in the laboratories, it was found that they were killed by putrefactive bacteria against which 
their systems were unprepared... slain by the humblest thing on earth. (Beat.) (CONT’D) 
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 PIERSON (CONT’D) 
Before the cylinder fell, we believed that no life existed beyond Earth. Now, we see further. (Beat.) I sit in my 
peaceful study at Princeton, writing this last chapter of the record begun at a deserted farm in Grover’s Mill. 
Strange to see children playing in the streets. Strange to see young people strolling on the green, where the 
new spring grass heals the last black scars of a bruised earth. Strange to watch the sightseers enter the 
museum where the dissembled parts of a Martian machine are kept on public view. Strange when I recall the 
time when I first saw it, bright and clean-cut, hard, and silent, under the dawn of that last great day. 
 
MUSIC: SWELLS UP AND OUT 
 
 
WOTW 32. C.B.S. Studio A 
(Orson) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
This is Orson Welles, ladies and gentlemen, out of character to assure you that The War of The Worlds has no 
further significance than as the holiday offering it was intended to be. The Mercury Theatre’s own radio 
version of dressing up in a sheet and jumping out of a bush and saying Boo! So, we did the best next thing. We 
annihilated the world before your very ears. So, goodbye everybody, and remember the terrible lesson you 
learned tonight. That grinning, glowing, globular invader of your living room is an inhabitant of the pumpkin 
patch, and if your doorbell rings and nobody’s there, that was no Martian... it’s Hallowe’en. 
 
MUSIC: MERCURY THEATRE THEME UP FULL, THEN DOWN 
 
 
 
WOTW 33. C.B.S. Studio A 
(Mercury Announcer) 
 
PROJECTION: INT. STUDIO ONE  
 
 MERCURY ANNOUNCER 
Tonight, the Columbia Broadcasting System and its affiliated stations coast-to-coast have brought you The 
War of the Worlds, by H. G. Wells, featuring Orson Welles and the Mercury Theatre on the Air. This is the 
Columbia Broadcasting System. 
 
The “On Air” sign pops off. (Note: This may be a projection.) 
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12. After the Broadcast 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) And with that, the Mercury’s play came to an end. By this time, the control room was packed like 
sardines with police and reporters. Producer John Houseman made his way into the studio and all hell broke 
loose...   
 
BIZ: COMMOTION / CONFUSION (AD-LIBS IN BKGD, ETC) 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
John! What the devil is this?! 
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN 
We need the scripts. Every last one of them. 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
Whatever for? 
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
We need to dispose of them immediately. We’re destroying the recordings, too. As far as we’re concerned, the 
last hour did not happen. 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
John! You’re hysterical! 
  
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Orson: The police are here.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
The police?! Why? 
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN 
When the listeners couldn’t get through to the C.B.S. switchboard, they started telephoning the police. And 
when the police couldn’t get through to our switchboard, they decided to come here in person. 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
Now, John, this is lunatic.  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Call it what you will, Orson. There are police – and reporters, too, all of them most eager to speak with you.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Send them away.  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
I tried that, Orson. But they refuse to leave.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
And why are they oh so patiently waiting in the control room?  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
I would not say patiently. I told them we were still on the air. But it won’t be long before they realize I wasn’t 
telling them the truth.  
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 ORSON WELLES  
Over a hundred telephone calls to the switchboard?! Has the world gone mad?!  
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
In a word: yes. Look, you duck out the back door and go to your rehearsal. You’ve got actors waiting at the 
theatre. I’ll handle the police and press.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
No. I’ll handle them. Send them in. 
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN 
Are you certain? 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
Let’s at least see what this is all about. (Louder, to the control room:) Let them in! 
 
SFX: DOOR OPENS / FLASH BULBS UNDER  
 
BIZ: POLICE AND REPORTERS RUSH INTO THE ROOM 
 
 POLICE AND REPORTERS AT C.B.S. 
(Ad-libs, ala:)  
Mr. Welles, have you any idea the panic you have caused?  
What have you got to say for yourself?  
We want answers!  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
(Shouting over the police and reporters:) Gentlemen! Gentlemen -- and ladies -- please! I can grant you but a 
few minutes of my time at present, as I’m late for another rehearsal.  
 
 POLICE AND REPORTERS AT C.B.S. 
(Ad-libs, ala:)  
A rehearsal?!  
Have you any idea what’s going on out there?!  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
(Shouting over the police and reporters:) One at a time, please -- if there’s any possibility in holding these 
proceedings to a civil manner. First things first: (To a Police Officer:) Officer, have you come to arrest me? Am 
I to be dragged off in handcuffs?  
 
 POLICE OFFICER 1 AT C.B.S.  
(Softly:) Well, sir, the thing of it is...  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Speak up, will you?!  
 
 POLICE OFFICER 1 AT C.B.S.  
(Louder:) Well, sir, the thing of it is that I should arrest you for your own safe keeping.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
My safe keeping? Isn’t that thoughtful. Safe keeping from what, pray tell?  
 
 POLICE OFFICER 2 AT C.B.S.  
You’ve caused quite a stir out there, Mr. Welles.  
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 ORSON WELLES  
Have I broken any law?  
 
 POLICE OFFICER 2 AT C.B.S.  
Well, no sir. There’s no law I know of for what you’ve done.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
And you can’t very well place a radio program under arrest, now can you?  
 
 POLICE OFFICER 2 AT C.B.S.  
No, sir.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
I may ask your kind assistance in safe keeping from these gentlemen and ladies of the press. But let’s hear 
what they have to say for themselves first, shall we?  
 
 REPORTERS AT C.B.S. 
(Ad-libs, ala:)  
Do you have any idea what kind of harm you have caused?  
There ought to be a law!  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
(Over the reporters:) One at a time, please!  
 
 REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S. 
How many deaths have you heard of?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Deaths? Plural? As if one wouldn’t be enough. Have there been deaths?  
 
 REPORTERS AT C.B.S. 
(Ad-libs, ala:)  
He hasn’t heard about the deaths?  
How many deaths have there been so far?  
 
 REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S. 
There have been rumors of a number of deaths reported.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
The deaths of whom?  
 
 REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S. 
Your listeners, the audience. A lot of them believed your damned play was real and it set them off running 
into the streets for their lives.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
And some of them perished? How so?  
 
 REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S.  
Mobs can get pretty ugly sometimes.  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
There are no Martians. There was no attack. Are you speaking from fact? Do you have any actual evidence 
beyond rumor that harm has come to anyone at all?  
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 REPORTERS AT C.B.S. 
(Ad-libs, ala:)  
We trust our sources!  
We’re on deadline!  
 
 REPORTER 2 AT C.B.S. 
What do you know about the fatal stampede in New Jersey?  
 
 REPORTER 3 AT C.B.S.  
What about the traffic deaths?  
 
 REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S. 
And the suicides?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Suicides?! How on earth in one hour’s time could such sordid events already be reported as fact? Did any of 
you listen to the broadcast this evening? Not only is it a work of fiction, as clearly stated at least three times 
over the course of the past hour - but how could anyone possibly believe the content of the program could 
play out in real time? Martians land, the militia is deployed and carry out a full-scale air battle and the world 
as we know it is on the brink of collapse all in the first thirty minutes. Come now.  
 
BIZ: GENERAL HUBBUB FROM REPORTERS 
 
 REPORTER 2 AT C.B.S. 
Certainly, your intention was for the show to put terror in listeners throughout the nation, was it not?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Oh, no. Of course not. We did Dracula, and it seemed to me that during Dracula I had high hopes that people 
would react as they do in a movie of that kind, and I don’t know that they did, particularly. And, so I’d given 
up. One doesn’t believe in the radio, you have no idea how many people are listening or what they’re thinking.  
I had every hope that the people would be as excited as they would be at a melodrama, and you don’t play 
down the melodramatic effects of a melodrama.  
 
 REPORTER 3 AT C.B.S. 
Mr. Welles, why did you use the names of local towns in your broadcast?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
Well, H.G. Wells uses local towns addressing an English audience. I was addressing an American audience, so 
the transplantation is really quite logical. He doesn’t use mythical towns.  
 
 REPORTER 3 AT C.B.S. 
Why didn’t you use the name of a mythical town?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
H.G. Wells didn’t use the names of mythical towns in the original. His names are quite real, the names of real 
English towns. And when the decision was made to set our adaptation in the United States, it only made sense 
to substitute the names of American towns.  
 
 REPORTER 3 AT C.B.S. 
But why Grover’s Mill?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
That was, to my understanding, a completely random decision by the writer of tonight’s play, Mr. Howard 
Koch.  
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 REPORTER 1 AT C.B.S. 
Do you think, Mr. Welles, that you might have taken unfair advantage of the public by using the conveyance of 
authentic news?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
I don’t believe that I have, since it is not a method original with me. It’s used by many radio programs. I am 
terribly shocked by the effect it’s had. But I do not believe the method is original with me or particular to the 
Mercury Theatre’s presentation.  
 
 REPORTER 2 AT C.B.S. 
Do you believe that there ought to be a law against the events of this evening?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
I don’t know what the legislation would be. I know that almost everybody in radio would do almost anything 
to avert the type of thing that has happened. Myself, included. But I don’t know what the legislation would be. 
Radio is new and we are learning about the effect it has on people. We’ve learned a terrible lesson.  
 
 REPORTER 3 AT C.B.S.  
Do you think that this will cause the curbing of radio bulletins on the air today?  
 
 ORSON WELLES  
I simply can’t imagine. It seems to me that the effects of this may cause much legislation... I simply don’t know. 
It is the wisdom of radio executives and of an organized public that will decide these things for us. It is not up 
to me to speak. I’m the accused.  
 
BIZ: GENERAL HUBBUB FROM REPORTERS 
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
Ladies and gentlemen, please! My name is John Houseman, and I am a producer of this program. And Mr. 
Welles has no further comments at this time. A formal press conference will be arranged as soon as possible.  
 
BIZ: GENERAL HUBBUB FROM REPORTERS 
 
 ORSON WELLES  
I’d like to make one final comment, if I may. (Beat.) Every radio program tries to be more dramatic than life. 
Every play tries to be more dramatic than life. And every movie. Not less so. I would have been surprised and 
as hurt as anybody would if they were told that a presentation was less effective than life. (Beat.) If you will 
now kindly excuse me.  
 
BIZ: GENERAL HUBBUB FROM REPORTERS 
 
SFX: FLASHBULBS POP 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) The public had been swept up in waves of hysteria caused by this Hallowe’en prank 
 
 QUINN 
Stop the clock: You’re not telling me listeners actually believed what they heard, are you? 
 
 WYATT 
Several of them, yes.  
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 QUINN 
How gullible were they? 
 
 WYATT 
How gullible are we? 
 
 STUDENTS 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
Today?  
No way.  
Not a chance.  
People don’t believe anything. 
 
 WYATT 
Would you like to put that theory to the test? 
 
 STUDENTS 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
I’m game. 
Go for it! 
Wanna make a bet? 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) And what about you, dear audience, what do you say? 
 
BIZ: STUDENTS ENCOURAGE AUDIENCE TO AGREE 
 
 WYATT (CONT’D) 
(To us:) The next chapter: Whatever Happened to Orson Welles? 
 
MUSIC: DRAMATIC (UP AND UNDER)  
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12. Whatever Happened to Orson Welles? 
 
The following is acted out in a stylized way, with WYATT playing ORSON WELLES and other STUDENTS playing 
mobs, reporters, etc. 
 
SFX: TIMES SQUARE AT NIGHT (UP AND UNDER) 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) The New York Times, Monday, October 31, 1938. Quote: “Following the broadcast, Orson Welles left 
the Columbia Broadcasting Building and headed to a late night technical rehearsal for his play, Danton’s 
Death, on Broadway. By this time, several listeners realized they had been duped into thinking the radio play 
was real and their lives were about to end. They had been hoaxed, and they wanted revenge. A mob cornered 
Mr. Welles in Times Square...” Unquote. 
 
BIZ: ANGRY MOB CONFRONTS ORSON WELLES 
 
 ANGRY MOB 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
Look! It’s him! 
There he is! 
Are you Orson Welles? 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
Who wants to know? 
 
 ANGRY MOB  
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
I’d know that voice anywhere! 
It’s him!  
Grab him! 
 
The ANGRY MOB surrounds ORSON WELLES, who tries to get away, but there are too many of them. He screams 
and fights for his life, but the ANGRY MOB has him outnumbered.  
 
BIZ/SFX: PUNCHING/SCREAMING/LAUGHING 
 
Then, suddenly: 
 
SFX: GUN SHOTS 
 
The ANGRY MOB reacts to the gun shots. At least a couple of people scream. The POLICE break through the 
ANGRY MOB. 
 
 POLICE OFFICERS IN TIMES SQUARE 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
Break it up! 
What’s happening here?! 
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 ORSON WELLES 
Thank heavens! Officers: These fine people here – 
 
 POLICE OFFICER 1 IN TIMES SQUARE 
That’s enough out of you, Mr. Welles! I should let them tear you apart after what you did.  
 
 ORSON WELLES 
But, officer – 
 
 POLICE OFFICER 2 IN TIMES SQUARE 
(To OFFICER 1:) He doesn’t know when to shut his mouth, does he? 
 
 POLICE OFFICER 1 IN TIMES SQUARE 
(To OFFICER 2:) Well, maybe it’s time for someone to shut it for him. 
 
 POLICE OFFICER 2 IN TIMES SQUARE 
(To OFFICER 1:) Should we let the mob do it? 
 
 POLICE OFFICER 1 IN TIMES SQUARE 
(To OFFICER 2:) Nah, I got it. 
 
SFX/BIZ: POLICE OFFICER 1 PUNCHES ORSON WELLES IN THE MOUTH, THE MOB CHEERS 
 
 POLICE OFFICER 2 IN TIMES SQUARE 
(To OFFICER 1:) Let’s take him in... 
 
SFX: HANDCUFFS 
 
SFX: POLICE SIREN 
 
BIZ: MOB BECOMES CROWD IN COURTROOM 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) We now join the final moments in the trial of United States versus Orson Welles. The jury has been 
deliberating for the past several days and has just returned to the court presided over by the Honorable 
George Spelvin...   
 
 BAILIFF 
All rise.  
 
BIZ: HUBBUB FROM CROWD 
 
 THE HONORABLE GEORGE SPELVIN 
Jury Foreman: Have you reached a verdict? 
 
 JURY FOREMAN 
We have, your honor. 
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 THE HONORABLE GEORGE SPELVIN 
Do you have anything you’d like to say for yourself, Mr. Welles, before the verdict is announced? 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
I’m sorry... It came as a great surprise to us that a story, a fine H.G. Wells classic fantasy, the original for so 
many succeeding comic strips and adventure stories and novels about a mythical invasion by monsters from 
the planet Mars should have had so profound effect upon radio listeners. (Beat.) The invasion of mythical 
monsters from the planet Mars seemed to be clearly to us in the realm of a fairy tale. Of course, I am shocked 
and deeply regretful about the results of the broadcast.  
 
 THE HONORABLE GEORGE SPELVIN 
Jury Foreman: Please rise and deliver your verdict. What say you? 
 
 JURY FOREMAN 
We the jury, in the case of The United States versus Orson Welles, find the defendant guilty. 
 
BIZ: SHOCK AND AWE 
 
SFX: GAVEL 
 
 THE HONORABLE GEORGE SPELVIN 
Order! Mr. Welles, you are hereby sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. Do you have 
any final words before this court? 
 
 ORSON WELLES 
Rosebud. 
 
 CROWD IN COURTROOM 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
What’s “Rosebud?” 
Who’s “Rosebud?” 
I used to have a sled called Rosebud. 
 
SFX: GAVEL 
 
 THE HONORABLE GEORGE SPELVIN 
Next case... 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) On Sunday, November 24, Welles was being led through the basement of New York Police 
Headquarters toward an armored car that was to take him to the nearby county jail. At 11:21 a.m., Eastern 
Standard Time, an unknown man stepped from the crowd and shot Welles at close range in the abdomen... 
 
SFX: GUNSHOTS 
 
The following projection flashes only for a moment, almost subliminally. 
 
PROJECTION: LEE HARVEY OSWALD MURDER PHOTO WITH ORSON WELLES AS OSWALD 
 
BIZ: SHOCK FROM CROWD 
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 CROWD IN POLICE HEADQUARTERS 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
Oh my God, that man shot Orson Welles! 
He killed him! 
How could this happen?! 
 
Suddenly, a PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE pipes up. 
 
 PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE 
That’s a lie! 
 
 SAM 
(Looking out to find the PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE:) Who said that? 
 
 PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE 
I did! It’s a lie! Orson Welles was not sent to prison! 
 
 WYATT 
(To the PERSON IN THE AUDIENCE:) You are correct, sir/madam! Good show! (To us:) Orson Welles was not 
sentenced to life in prison. He didn’t go to court over The War of the Worlds broadcast. He wasn’t arrested. 
And there was no angry mob. Orson Welles parlayed his notoriety into an unprecedented Hollywood deal, 
signing a contract with RKO studios to write, produce, direct and star in one film a year. The groundbreaking 
Citizen Kane would soon follow. (Beat.) But some of you believed what we just showed you, didn’t you? If only 
for a moment. We believe what we’re told. We trust our sources. And that, ladies and gentlemen, is fake news. 
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14. Fake News, Observations and New Questions 
 
 SAM 
(To us:) The 1938 broadcast of War of the Worlds made use of fake news in their art of storytelling. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) And you, dear audience, are far too smart to fall for anything like that. 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Or are you? 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) There’s fake news in our lives every day. It’s always been there.  
 
PROJECTION: “June 11, 1807” 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Meet young go-getter John Norvell... 
 
 JOHN NORVELL 
Dear President Jefferson, I would like your advice for how to best run a newspaper. 
 
 PRESIDENT THOMAS JEFFERSON 
The press could not more completely deprive the nation of its benefits, than is done by its abandoned 
prostitution to falsehood. Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself becomes 
suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle. I will add that the man who never looks into a newspaper is 
better informed than he who reads them, inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to truth than he 
whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors. 
 
PROJECTION: “August 25, 1835. The New York Sun.” 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) The Great Moon Hoax of 1835... 
 
 THE NEW YORK SUN NEWSIE 
Extra! Extra! “Famous Astronomer Observes Bizarre Life on the Moon!” 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) Over a series of six articles, the fictionalized articles attracted new subscribers...  
 
 THE NEW YORK SUN NEWSIE 
Extra! Extra! “Astronomer’s Immense Telescope Discovers Trees, Oceans and Beaches on the Moon!”  
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) As the penny paper’s circulation increased dramatically, so did the content of the stories... 
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 THE NEW YORK SUN NEWSIE 
Extra! Extra! “Fantastic Animals on the Moon! Bison! Goats! Unicorns! Tail-less Beavers and Bat-like Winged 
Humanoids Who Build Temples!” Read all about it! 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) It was not discovered to be a hoax for several weeks after its publication and, even then, the 
newspaper did not issue a retraction. 
 
PROJECTION: “February 19, 1836, Bridgeport, Connecticut” 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Showman P.T. Barnum announces the passing of one of his star attractions... 
 
 P.T. BARNUM 
It is with great a heavy heart that I grieve for the loss of the greatest natural and national curiosity in the 
world, 161-year-old Joice Heth, former nurse of George Washington. I am holding a public autopsy to debunk 
the rumors that Heth was, in actuality, a mechanical automaton. 
 
 BAILEY 
(To us:) Barnum called himself the “Prince of Humbug,” and is widely known for his quote... 
 
 P.T. BARNUM 
There’s a sucker born every minute. 
 
PROJECTION: “November 9, 1874” 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) The New York Herald... 
 
 THE NEW YORK HERALD NEWSIE 
Extra! Extra! “10,000 Wild Animals Broken Loose from Central Park Zoo! A Shocking Carnival of Death! 
Savage Brutes at Large! Awful Combats Between the Beasts and the Citizens! Governor Dix Shoots Bengal 
Tiger in the Street!” 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) A disclaimer, tucked away at the bottom of the story, admitted: 
 
 THE NEW YORK HERALD NEWSIE 
(Fast-talk, fine print, ala the side-effects listings in a medication TV commercial:) “The entire story given above 
is a pure fabrication. Not one word of it is true.” 
 
PROJECTION: “1897, Cuba” 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) William Randolph Hearst, the powerful and outspoken owner and editor of the New York Journal, saw 
the Cuban Revolution as a way to place himself and his paper on center stage. He’d sent illustrator Frederic 
Remington to Cuba to cover the anticipated Spanish-American War. But Remington found nothing 
newsworthy in Cuba and cabled Hearst... 
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 FREDERIC REMINGTON 
Everything quiet.  There is no trouble here.  There will be no war.  Wish to return. 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) In response, Hearst replied... 
 
 WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST 
You furnish the pictures and I’ll furnish the war. 
 
 QUINN 
(To us:) Less than three weeks later, the American ship USS Maine exploded in Havana Harbor.  The cause of 
the explosion that claimed 274 lives remains a mystery.  
 
 PIPER 
(To us:) Hearst would continue eventually become the leading newspaper and magazine publisher in the 
world. And inspiration for the title character in Orson Welles’s legendary Citizen Kane.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Quote “All I know is just what I read in the papers, and that's an alibi for my ignorance,” unquote. Will 
Rogers. 
 
 QUINN 
(Ala a newsie:) Extra! Extra! Titanic survivor alive frozen in iceberg! 
 
 SAM 
(Ala a newsie:) Abraham Lincoln was a woman!  
 
 PIPER 
(Ala a newsie:) Horse born with human face!  
 
 CAMERON 
(Ala a newsie:) Human born with horse face! 
 
 BAILEY 
(Ala a newsie:) Elvis is alive! 
 
 SAM 
(Ala a newsie:) Redneck vampires take over trailer park! 
 
 ROBIN 
(Ala a newsie:) World’s fattest cat has world’s fattest kittens! 
 
 QUINN 
(Ala a newsie:) Trump wins election! 
 
 SAM 
(To QUINN:) Can you prove that? 
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 QUINN 
(To SAM:) Does it matter?  
 
 SAM 
You can’t unring a bell. 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun fact: A recent Gallup survey finds that 55 percent of Americans believe news outlets often get the 
facts wrong. 
 
PROJECTION: “January 22, 2017, Meet the Press, NBC” 
 
 CHUCK TODD 
Joining me now is counselor to President Trump, Kellyanne Conway. Miss Conway, I'm curious why the 
president chose to send out his press secretary to essentially litigate a provable falsehood when it comes to a 
small and petty thing like inaugural crowd size. Why do that? 
 
 KELLYANNE CONWAY 
I don’t think ultimately presidents are judged by crowd sizes at their inauguration. I think they're judged by 
their accomplishments. This matter of crowd size I think it is a symbol for the unfair and incomplete 
treatment that this president often receives.  
 
 CHUCK TODD 
Excuse me. You did not answer the question. 
 
 KELLYANNE CONWAY 
I did answer your question. 
 
 CHUCK TODD 
No, you did not. Why did the president asked the press secretary to come out in front of the podium for the 
first time and utter a falsehood? It undermines the credibility of the entire White House press office on day 
one. 
 
 KELLYANNE CONWAY 
Don't be so overly dramatic about it, Chuck. What you're saying it's a falsehood. Our press secretary gave 
alternative facts. But the point remains-- 
 
 CHUCK TODD 
Wait a minute-- Alternative facts? Four of the five facts he uttered were just not true. Look, alternative facts 
are not facts. They're falsehoods. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Alternative facts, falsehoods, lies, fake news: Name your poison. We’ve all swallowed it. And thanks to 
social media, we’re each our own press secretary, our own one-man PR team... 
 
 CAMERON 
(To us:) Fun fact: Today, 90% of people get 90% of their news from Facebook.  
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 BAILEY 
(To us:) And, be honest, who hasn’t enhanced our social posts even just a little bit? 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) Okay! I know you’re talking about me. Fine. I confess: never went to Amsterdam. I PhotoShopped my 
head into somebody else’s pictures and posted them to my social. There. I feel a great weight lifted. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To TAYLOR:) Why’d you do it? 
 
 TAYLOR 
(To us:) It was easy. I find it difficult to resist temptation. I wanted people to think I was cool. All those likes 
and thumbs up – it’s addicting. 
 
 ROBIN 
(A confession:) I didn’t get into Harvard! 
 
ALL are somewhat stunned, then feel the permission to confess... 
 
 STUDENTS 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
I didn’t see Hamilton. 
I never jumped out of an airplane. 
I didn’t run off with my personal trainer. 
My parents don’t have a house in Nantucket. 
I didn’t lose 25 pounds and gain them back. 
 
 WYATT 
(To the STUDENTS:) Why do we do it? 
 
 STUDENTS 
(Ad-libs, ala:) 
To be cool. 
To fit in. 
To impress people. 
To make myself feel better.  
To create my own reality. 
 
 QUINN 
I am my own fake news network: 24/7. 
 
 WYATT 
(To the STUDENTS:) What now? (Beat.) What have we learned from all this? 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Quote “We're born alone, we live alone, we die alone. Only through our love and friendship can we 
create the illusion for the moment that we're not alone,” unquote. Orson Welles. 
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 QUINN 
(To us:) Conspiracy theories make us feel more sophisticated than just believed what we’re told. 
 
 PIPER 
(To us:) I still think we should have done Hamilton. 
 
 WYATT 
(To PIPER:) Maybe next time.  
 
 SAM 
If there is a next time. (To us:) Enjoy today! The Martians might be landing tonight! 
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) It’s okay if you don’t get into Harvard.  
 
 WYATT 
(To ROBIN, sincerely:) It is. 
 
 ROBIN 
(To WYATT, sincerely:) Thanks. (With a laugh:) Gotcha! I did get in! How do you like that fake news?! 
 
 SAM 
(To WYATT, re ROBIN:) Oh, she’s good. 
 
SAM goes to shake ROBIN’s hand as a congratulations/peace offering, but when she puts out her hand he psyches 
her out and runs his hand through his hair instead. She isn’t surprised. 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Welles was fascinated by larger than life characters and hoaxes for his entire career, and made them 
the subject of his last major film, 1974’s F for Fake.  
 
  ROBIN 
(To us:) The broadcast would become the most infamous broadcast of all time. as producer John Houseman 
called it, quote... 
 
 JOHN HOUSEMAN  
(To us:) The War of the Worlds was a magic act, one of the world’s greatest, and Orson was just the man to 
bring it off.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To us:) Unquote. 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Thank you for your time, ladies and gentlemen. That ends out performance-based assessment.  
 
 ROBIN 
(To MISS LINCOLN:) What’d you think, Miss Lincoln? 
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 SAM 
(To ROBIN:) Oh, now, don’t put her on the spot. (To MISS LINCOLN:) C’mon, Miss Lincoln, you can tell me.  
 
 WYATT 
(To SAM, ala “please stop:”) Sam... 
 
 SAM 
Damn! She hated it! 
 
 PIPER 
I told you we should have done Hamilton! 
 
 WYATT 
(To the STUDENTS:) Okay, okay. (To us:) In the words of the late, great Steve Jobs – we do have “one more 
thing.” Ladies and gentlemen: The Finale! 
 
 
 
(Note: To possibly inserted near end of scene: QUINN on the “National Anthem” subliminal messages.  
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y06RG_ffa0Q)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y06RG_ffa0Q
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15. The Finale 
 
WYATT snaps his fingers and, suddenly, several the STUDENTS present radios from various time periods (a 
transistor, a boom box, a Walkman, etc).  
 
SFX: RADIO DIAL TUNING, BUILDING UNDER  
 
The following dialogue comes from the radios, overlapping and building into a cacophony of sound. 
 
PROJECTION: CULTURE OF FEAR MONTAGE (Footage to accompany the news stories coming from the radios) 
 
SFX: SPRAY PAINT CANS SHAKING/SPRAYING UNDER 
 
As the sound builds, four STUDENTS with spray paint cans shake them and each write one letter on the left side 
of the screen, spelling out “FEAR.”  (There is no paint in the cans, the letters are “drawn” in the projection.) 
 
 MERCURY ANNOUNCER  
The Columbia Broadcasting System and its affiliated stations present Orson Welles and the Mercury Theatre 
on the Air in The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells... 
 
 HERBERT MORRISON (Archival audio) 
(May 6, 1937:) It’s smoke, and it’s in flames now; and the frame is crashing to the ground, not quite to the 
mooring mast. Oh, the humanity!  
 
 CARL PHILLIPS 
What’s that? There’s a jet of flame springing from the mirror, and it leaps right at the advancing men. It 
strikes them head-on! Good Lord, they’re turning into flame! 
 
 1940s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
Ever since the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, many Americans find themselves living in constant fear of 
another surprise attack. The president has authorized the deportation and incarceration of Japanese-
Americans -- for their own safety, and ours...  
 
 MERIDIAN ROOM ANNOUNCER 
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. From the Meridian Room in the Park Plaza in New York City, we bring 
you the music of Ramón Raquello and his orchestra...  
 
 1950s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
The Red Menace is a real threat to all Americans. Senator McCarthy is doing all he can to stamp out the 
scourge upon us, and urges you to report any suspected Communist activity to your local authorities. For the 
only hope in overcoming the fear that is crippling out great nation is vigilance...  
 
 SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
Citizens of the nation: I shall not try to conceal the gravity of the situation that confronts the country, nor the 
concern of your government in protecting the lives and property of its people...  
 
 1960s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
In the midst of what’s being called the Cuban Missile Crisis, President Kennedy has raised the U.S. alert level 
to DEFCON 2. Americans live in fear of nuclear war, and Russian leader Nikita Khrushchev went so far as to 
say that, quote, “The survivors of a nuclear war would envy the dead,” unquote...  
 
 CARL PHILLIPS 
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. This is Carl Phillips, speaking to you from Grover’s Mill, New Jersey...  
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SFX: EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM ALERT TONE 
 
 1970s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
This is a test of the Emergency Broadcast System. The broadcasters of your area in voluntary cooperation 
with the FCC and other authorities have developed this system to keep you informed in the event of an 
emergency...  
 
SFX: EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM ALERT TONE 
 
 STUDIO ANNOUNCER 
We are bringing you an eyewitness account of what’s happening on the Wilmuth farm, Grover’s Mill, New 
Jersey...  
 
 1980s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
The nation’s first 24-hour news cable network has launched. And will be bringing viewers breaking news all 
day and all night. Politics, weather, and the joys and fears of our daily life will be broadcast non-stop around 
the clock...  
 
 STUDIO ANNOUNCER 
We now return you to Carl Phillips at Grover’s Mill. 
 
 1990s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
At the moment, local police and the sheriff’s office, the district attorney, fire officials and school officials are 
giving the latest details into the deadliest school massacre in U.S. history...  
 
 CARL PHILLIPS 
Ladies and gentlemen – Am I on? 
 
 2000s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
President George W. Bush said Sunday he is confident the nation will rebound from the week’s terrorist 
attacks, and he urged Americans to go back to work on Monday knowing that their government is determined 
to “rid the world of the evil-doers”...  
 
 ANNOUNCER ONE 
This is the end now. Black smoke, drifting over the city. People trying to run away from it, but it’s no use. 
They’re falling like flies... 
 
 2010s REPORTER/ANNOUNCER 
(To be determined. Should be as recent as possible, perhaps even from the day of the performance.) 
 
 2X2L RADIO OPERATOR 
2X2L calling CQ... 2X2L calling CQ... 2X2L calling CQ... New York. Isn’t there anyone on the air? Isn’t there 
anyone on the air? Isn’t there anyone... 
 
 PRESIDENT FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 
(Archival audio from March 4, 1933:) The only thing we have to fear is... fear itself -- nameless, unreasoning, 
unjustified terror which paralyzes... 
 
All the radios play at once, repeating their audio clips, which grow louder and louder, echoing and warping. The 
sound becomes deafening.  
 
SFX: SPRAY PAINT CANS SHAKING/SPRAYING UNDER 
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As the sound builds, eight STUDENTS with spray paint cans shake them and each write one letter after the word 
“FEAR,” so it now spells “FEARLESSNESS.”  (There is no paint in the cans, the letters are “drawn” in the 
projection.) 
 
WYATT MAGIC TRICK (TBD) 
  
Suddenly: Silence.  
 
Hold for at least ten or twenty seconds. You can hear a pin drop. 
 
 WYATT 
(To us:) Good night. 
 
Blackout.  
 
MUSIC: "VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO STAR"  
(Cover: Young London, http://bit.ly/2uo8XuF)  
 
The music blares.  
 
Lights up. 
 
The STUDENTS dance, with curtain call/bows, as part of the routine. 
 
SAM and BAILEY jump off the stage and encourage a dance party with the audience (God help us). 
 
Perhaps a video montage of news footage, etc. from 1938 to present. 
 
Company bow. 
 
The music continues as house lights up. 
 

http://bit.ly/2uo8XuF

